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Abstract 
 
This work moves toward two fundamentals concepts. The first is music: music as a form of expression, 
probably the most pervading, that affects people mentality. It could be “pop”, it could be “rare”, but it 
definitely shapes many of individuals’ everyday-life practices. Particularly, the term underground shall be 
considered as an existential and cultural way to resist the traditional society patterns. Thus, in the '70s 
underground became unequivocally a creative lifestyle distant from the mainstream culture. Underground 
music is the product of a sound innovation out of the traditional marketplace. It is related to the Beat 
Generation (for instance The Subterraneans, by Jack Kerouac, composed in 1952 and published in 1958)1. 
Underground music is related to the independent, often squat, music, in sum not supported by the major 
labels. Then, it has been quickly reworked in the Anglo-Saxon framework, since the 90’s, as a rebel lifestyle, 
even associated to the Garage, Indie Rock, Goth, Electro, Rave subcultures2.  
The second idea regards what communities are, and how those affect the traditional marketplace. The two 
strand are actually interconnected: new business models, such as virtual communities, allow individuals to 
express themselves in terms of resistance. Specifically, the music context is strongly affected by 
circumstances, such as piracy, and reluctance towards marketable talents, that drives the traditional patterns 
towards new ways of consumption and lifestyles. However, any time a new community grows up, many 
complex implications are intertwined: expression of self, exposure to knowledge, human feelings and shared 
rituals, resistance in terms of more authentic values and experiences, interactions placed in social spaces. 
This condition is typical of postmodernity, in which individuals look for shared emotions and tribal 
relationships3. Optical Radio represented an interesting project, simply because of its foundation. Its claim 
was “Optical Radio is an internet radio-station with a focus on entertainment and culture, showcasing new 
talents and encouraging interaction with artists and the audience. We aim to find the most diversified forms 
of expression” 4. Listeners’ support has always been fundamental in order to run the radio on a daily basis 
and improve day by day audience’s pleasure. Therefore, in order to keep the highest amount of loyal 
members, any community should be reviewed in terms of community promotion, community participation, 
community trust, community identification5. If individuals perceive the community as a benefit, their attitude 
                                                          
1 www.wikipedia.org  
 
2  Santoni V., (2015) “Muro di casse”, Laterza Solaris, p. 11 
 
3 Cova, B. and Cova, V. (2002), “Tribal marketing: the tribalisation of society and its impact on the conduct of 
marketing”, European Journal of Marketing, Vol. 36 Nos 5/6, pp. 595-620 
 
4 www.opticalradio.net  
 
5 Wei-Tsong Wang Zu-Hao Wei, (2011),"Knowledge sharing in wiki communities: an empirical study", Online 
Information Review, Vol. 35 Iss 5 pp. 799 – 820 
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towards it may be positive. Communities are usually shaped by different members’ roles, those really 
attached (called insiders), those just superficially interested (called minglers)6; communities are usually 
fragmented in terms of members’ objectives and participation. Communities include brand communities, 
consumer tribes and subcultures of consumption7. Beside different objectives, as the literature suggests, 
understanding which processes play a role in community trust and community identification, would be 
convenient for promoters in order to know how high the influence of those factors would be on participation 
and promotion of those strongly interested members (Matrix 1).  
 
 
Community participation 
Community members voluntarily participate in the 
social activities held or enabled by their virtual 
community because of shared interests and needs. 
 
Community promotion 
Community administrators and members specifically 
or unintentionally promote their community to 
others through positive word-of-mouth and other 
forms of communication behaviors. 
 
Community trust 
The willingness of a community member to be 
vulnerable to the actions of the other community 
members based on a set of beliefs that the others will 
perform actions important to the trustor, while 
refraining from opportunistic behavior. 
 
Community identification 
Community members perceive similarity of values, 
and thus develop a sense of belonging and loyalty to 
their community. 
  
Matrix 1: Wei-Tsong Wang Zu-Hao Wei, (2011),"Knowledge sharing in wiki communities: an empirical 
study", Online Information Review, Vol. 35 Iss 5 p. 803 
 
Summary, the more members’ long-lasting interactions there are, the higher the degrees of community 
participation and community promotion will be.  
 
However, in terms of music subcultures, the literature mostly consider the linkage between personality and 
consumption: music preference is actually part of the extended self, and this is in turn related to all the other 
consumption activities in which individuals take part. In these terms, many marketing myths become 
popular, which means that fans of a certain music subcultures are put in categories. However, we shall 
consider that individuals are nowadays empowered to evaluate marketing myths and practices in an 
                                                                                                                                                                                                
 
6 R. V. Kozinets (1999), “E-Tribalized Marketing? The strategic implications of virtual communities of consumption”, 
European Management Journal, Vol. 17 N° 3, pp. 252-264 
 
7 Goulding, C., Shankar, A. and Elliott, R. (2002), “Working weeks, rave weekends: identity fragmentation and the 
emergence of new communities”, Consumption, Markets and Culture, Vol. 5 No. 4, pp. 261-84 
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alternative point of view. They are able to discover authentic niches and have a strong voice in the World 
Wide Web arena as well.  
Optical Radio was not just a matter of virtual interactions, piracy or underground music promotion. As 
discussed in the following chapters, ideologies, lifestyle, practices such as sharing, believing in 
nonconformist values and human feelings are all elements that affect each other. Thus, after a spacious 
literature review, introduced in Chapter 1, the mentioned topics may have a linkage with our case of study, 
but particularly, we discuss: 
 Which practices and values Optical Radio listeners use to associate to underground music. 
 Which rituals define the community.  
 Which factors influence listeners participation (particularly, is music preference the only clue?). 
 How this community has always been involved in the market, and how it could be more and more 
efficient. 
Above all, the last issue implies a particular attention towards this kind of phenomenon. As mentioned, 
resistant communities are quickly growing up all over the world, encouraging new ways of consumption. 
However, within any community, even though it is not a proper brand-community, fans might have a 
positive inclination due to the satisfaction of certain needs. As they join communities, they rework 
consumption and often resist given business models; they even consume culture, they consume a service, 
they consume interlinked goods, they look for specific ideologies and values out of the marketplace, that 
actually transform the marketplace. This may be the trend that affects any organization: any countercultural 
movement is in some ways embedded in the marketplace; it might be definitely supported, and it actually 
supports, market agents and infrastructures.  
 
In sum, through qualitative and quantitative methods, introduced in Chapter 2, we studied how Optical Radio 
community got in the alternative music scenario. Optical Radio appeared shaped by adults with a common 
aim. They have always been just willing to enjoy their time in a virtual platform, as they were dancing in a 
proper club, while consuming an irreplaceable form of art: underground music. The web-radio has always 
been promoted on one hand as local, due to the importance of face-to-face relationships and events, on the 
other hand as a web-community, working on a social network basis and virtually embracing people with a 
positive attitude towards both the British underground music scene, and a nonconformist lifestyle. It actually 
allows listeners to find out an environment that satisfies their hedonistic needs (actually discovering new 
anti-mainstream music but even discussing mutual topics of interests, such as ending prejudices).  
In accordance with previous cases, such as Bookcrossing8, Burning Man Festival9 and many more, 
mentioned in Chapter 1 and 2, we also aimed to show how consumers resistance in fact merges the 
                                                          
8 Dalli, D and Corciolani, M. (2008), “Collective forms of resistance: the transformative power of moderate 
communities. Evidence from the Bookcrossing case”, International Journal of Market Research, Vol. 50 Issue 6, pp. 757 
- 772 
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marketplace. Expression of self, consumers consciousness, consumers exposure to a high level of cultural 
capital, social affiliation are basically the driving factors10. But above all, whether participants aim a higher 
awareness in a certain context or they are strongly willing to carry on an anti-mainstream project in the long-
term, they actually feed the marketplace. As previous studies highlighted11, this kind of phenomenon not 
necessary aims to market subversion, it rather generates new needs and alternative models of consumption, 
which support (and simultaneously are supported by) both local and global marketplace agents. All the 
findings are discussed in Chapter 3. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                                                                                                                                                                
9 R. V. Kozinets (2002), “Can consumers escape the market? Emancipatory Illuminations from Burning Man”, Journal 
of Consumer Research, Vol. 29 N.1 June 2002 
 
10 Craig J. Thompson, Gokcen Coskuner-Balli (2007), “Countervailing Market Responses to Corporate. Co-optation 
and the Ideological Recruitment of Consumption Communities”, Journal of Consumer Research, Vol. 34, August 2007, 
pp. 135-150 
 
11 Goulding, C., Shankar, A. and Elliott, R. (2002), “Working weeks, rave weekends: identity fragmentation and the 
emergence of new communities”, Consumption, Markets and Culture, Vol. 5 No. 4, pp. 261 - 284 
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Chapter 1 – Optical Radio Project 
Optical Radio is a new web-radio station rooted in South London. Listeners and promoters 
are still, first of all, individuals looking for hedonistic experiences and social relationships. 
Cyber-space and reality are fused together since interactions have always gone even 
beyond geographical boundaries. However, several events were organized in order to 
reinforce the sense of belonging and help the community to grow up. Online interactions 
are becoming an important supplement to social and consumption behavior. Consumers 
are adding online knowledge and social activities into an extended repertoire that also 
includes their face-to-face interactions. A positive attitude towards underground music is 
the main common belief among members. Optical Radio seemed, in some ways, an 
organization out of the marketplace, but this was not completely true. The community is 
kept alive by a donation system and sharing is a consequent phenomenon. In this chapter 
we are introducing theoretical backgrounds, connected to the main topics we studied: the 
way a group of people looks for authentic values to resist a marketplace is definitely the 
most relevant. Finally we discuss the context in which Optical Radio materially used to 
work. 
 
 
1.1: Literature review 
 
More than three decades ago, Marshall McLuhan expounded that “cool” and inclusive “electric media” 
would retribalize society into clusters of affiliation12. With the advent of cyber-space that forecast had 
become true. People are actually e-retribalized, because network is driving enormous social changes. 
Network empowers people to get together in groups based on a wide range of cultural and subcultural 
interests and affiliations. Once a consumer connects and interacts with others online, they basically become 
members of such a service. The term virtual community was coined by internet pioneer Howard Rheingold 
in 1993, who defined it as “a social aggregation that emerges from the net when enough people carry on 
discussions and social relationships with sufficient human feelings”13. So, the first issue we shall clarify 
concerns how to define deeper a community. A community is a group of people with different backgrounds, 
who are linked by social ties and share common values. Essential elements to constitute a community are: 
members’ consciousness, knowledge sharing and a sense of moral responsibility to the community14. 
                                                          
12 M. McLuhan (1970), “Culture is our Business”. McGraw-Hill, New York 
 
13 H. Rheingold (1993), “The Virtual Community: Homesteading on the Electronic Frontier”. Addison-Wesley, 
Reading, MA 
 
14 Muniz, A.M. Jr and O’Guinn, T.C. (2001), “Brand community”, Journal of Consumer Research, Vol. 27 No. 1, pp. 
412-32 
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Recently, ICTs enabled people to join communities beyond the boundaries of geography and time15. So, any 
human is a social animal who needs to relate to others to survive and even in the digital age, social relations 
are crucial16. In particular, what the literature defines community identification is our focus. People consider 
and evaluate themselves in terms of a self-inclusive category; so it means that two different processes play:  
1) Categorization, which emphasizes the differences between in-group and out-group 
2) Self-enhancement, which is related to the self-concept and reinforced in terms of group membership. 
 
Summary, when any consumer perceives similarity with other community members, he/she treats the others 
as close friends, almost relatives, and is in charge of a kind of commitment to the group17. Thus, if users 
perceive the web-community as a benefit, their attitude toward it may be positive. Furthermore, the 
formation of lasting identification as a member of a community also depends on the relationship that the 
person has with the consumption activity. The more the self-concept is important for an individual, the more 
likely the person would be to value membership in a community. The intensity of social relationships with 
other members is equally relevant. For instance, any young male devoted to collecting soccer memorabilia 
living in a rural community, who could have a few face-to-face relations, would be more likely to seek out 
and built virtual bonds with members all over the world18.  Consumer culture theory research has challenged 
the view that consumers are just individuals who aim to maximize their utility. Especially studies of 
marketplace cultures explore the way that consumers interact with different resources to establish emotional 
and hedonistic social relationships19. The word “hedonism” comes from the ancient Greek for “pleasure”. In 
general, pleasure is understood as including or as included in all pleasant feelings or experiences: 
contentment, delight, ecstasy, elation, enjoyment, euphoria, exhilaration, exultation, gladness, gratification, 
gratitude, joy, liking, love, relief, satisfaction, tranquility, and so on20. Many cases of study have highlighted 
that an acculturation project process is developing quickly: people are developing their participation to 
move from mainstream resources to experiential needs. This is related to their knowledge; the more people 
are exposed to knowledge, the more their needs move to experiences. One of the outcomes is a shared belief. 
                                                          
15 Hiltz, S.R. and Wellman, B. (1997), “Asynchronous learning networks as a virtual classroom”, Communications of 
the ACM, Vol. 40 No. 9, pp. 44-49 
 
16 Chung-Chi Shen Jyh-Shen Chiou, (2009),"The effect of community identification on attitude and intention toward a 
blogging community", Internet Research, Vol. 19 Iss 4 pp. 393 – 407 
 
17 Ellemers, N., Kortekaas, P. and Ouwerkerk, J.W. (1999), “Self-categorization, commitment to the group, and group 
self-esteem as related but distinct aspects of social identity”, European Journal of Social Psychology, Vol. 29 Nos 2/3, 
pp. 371-389 
 
18 R. V. Kozinets (1999), “E-Tribalized Marketing? The strategic implications of virtual communities of consumption”, 
European Management Journal, Vol. 17 N° 3, pp. 252-264 
 
19 Eric J. Arnould, Craig J. Thompson (2005), “Consumer Culture Theory (CCT): Twenty years of research”, Journal of 
consumer research, Vol. 31, March 2005, pp. 868-882 
 
20 Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy, http://plato.stanford.edu/entries/hedonism/ 
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Thus, a community grows up. In extreme cases there’s either a common “enemy” or a common idea about 
how the market should work. For instance, this is noticeable in organic food associations. Organic food 
segment is not just a matter of taste, there’s an ideology, a system of values at the basis. In those cases, 
people want benefits, in relation to healthy food and supporting small firms; it is not a matter of money 
either, because studies highlighted that people with different wage, share the same needs and values. For 
instance, CSA – Communities Supported Agriculture - is an initiative based on an acculturation project in 
which consumers are educated to purchase, eat and learn about food by local farmers. Those give costumers 
what they collect from their fields, depending on season and weather conditions, so, basically, customers 
would not express a preference. It means that people move from needing objects to needing experiences. 
CSA is a tribe constituted by locally rooted communities, whose members participate occasionally (it means 
that they have other interests, they are working people and so on). In these terms, localness is a characteristic 
that legitimize these kind of communities to act different from either those political oriented communities or 
those popular alternative groups, such as big fair-trade brands, which likely pretend to be fair and authentic. 
Small-scale and human relationships play a relevant role in CSA, even though this community is by the way 
involved in the market. Such an activity is embedded in a market system, simply because farmers buy tools 
and consumers choose a different way in order to buy food, except supermarkets21. This finding is evident 
also in the most anti-market cases (an example is the Burning Man Project), especially because keeping 
away any kind of mainstream market is, in sum, possible just temporary and locally. Burning Man is 
acclaimed as a non commercial event, even though the ticket is more than one hundred dollars. It takes place 
every year in the Black Rock Desert of Nevada. Essentially, participants are encouraged to eliminate 
commodities and traditional consumption. It is based on a gifting system, instead of on a purchasing system. 
In market transactions, the object is to increase one’s advantage, to get more than one gives, but, in this 
alternative point of view, consumers are not involved in the logic of the market. Thus, there’s a postmodern 
liberator conceptualization, which participants of Burning Man are related to: they just produce a variety of 
experiences as form of self-expressive art. They live far from their routine, far from stores, brands and 
advertising too during the event week. They really rely on a No vending rule, acclaimed by the Burning Man 
community, but in spite of that, authors have highlighted that escaping the market couldn’t be totally 
practical. Gifting and sharing are by the way dependent on market infrastructure to support communities of 
anti-market consumers. In addition, participants take the distance from the market voluntarily and just 
temporally, therefore they are still consumers. Moreover, self-expression is recast though artistic discourses 
as a gift to the community, but gifting and sharing seem too radical to be entirely applied; so, summary, this 
kind of communities are largely open to discussion22. Even moderate form of resistance are more obviously 
                                                          
21 Craig J. Thompson, Gokcen Coskuner-Balli (2007), “Countervailing Market Responses to Corporate. Co-optation 
and the Ideological Recruitment of Consumption Communities”, Journal of Consumer Research, Vol. 34, August 2007, 
pp. 135-150 
 
22 R. V. Kozinets (2002), “Can consumers escape the market? Emancipatory Illuminations from Burning Man”, Journal 
of Consumer Research, Vol. 29 N.1 June 2002; www.burningman.org  
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included in the market. Any community could be useful for market agents, so much that we could even 
consider communities as a market support23. However, other findings are related to the underground 
subculture. Subculture, in a sociologic point of view, is referred to a group of people (or a specific segment) 
who keeps away mainstream culture by means of lifestyle, beliefs, attitude24. A relevant concept is that creative 
works are viewed as more authentic or interesting than those created in the commercial world to sell at a 
profit, and this is in turn related to a developing consumers’ consciousness and resistance25. There is a huge 
evidence in social psychology studies which demonstrates that ideological beliefs are directly related to 
conscious awareness26. The more individuals’ consciousness is high, the more they “do their own things”, 
rejecting a stereotypical lifestyle model27. Moreover, virtual communities are becoming  important arenas for 
consumers resistance, and in these terms the literature clarifies the difference between subcultures of 
consumption, brand communities and consumer tribes. A subculture of consumption develops because of 
strong interpersonal bonds, rituals and beliefs in order to subvert dominant institutions such as family, 
schooling, politics and so on28. A brand community generates shared rituals and thoughts, but it’s specifically 
focused on a brand. A consumer tribe instead, does not locate its socialization around singular brands. 
Basically, a tribe exists when members identify with the others, because of shared experiences and emotions 
and, in particular, engage in collective social actions related to a variety of products and services29. The main 
difference between these three is that tribes are multiple and rarely dominate consumers’ lives. Tribes are 
often strongly within fragmented, but generally represent temporary escape from the stresses and pressure of 
the working week; in addition, within tribes the social links is usually more important than whatever is being 
consumed30. Depending on attachment to a community, the literature suggests four types of individuals. On 
                                                          
23 Dalli, D and Corciolani, M. (2008), “Collective forms of resistance: the transformative power of moderate 
communities. Evidence from the Bookcrossing case”, International Journal of Market Research, Vol. 50 Issue 6, pp. 758  
 
24 Stuart Hall, Tony Jefferson Resistance Through Rituals. Youth Subcultures in Post-War Britain. Londra, Routledge, 
1993, p. 287 
25 R. V. Kozinets (2002), “Can consumers escape the market? Emancipatory Illuminations from Burning Man”, Journal 
of Consumer Research, Vol. 29 N.1 June 2002; www.burningman.org  
26 Cristel Antonia Russell Dale W. Russell Peter C. Neijens, (2011),"Consumption expressions of ideological 
resistance", European Journal of Marketing, Vol. 45 Iss 11/12 pp. 1715 – 1724 
 
27 Arsel, Z. and Thompson, C. J. (2011), “ Demythologizing Consumption Practices: How Consumers protect their 
Filed-Dependent Identity Investments from devaluing marketplace myths”, Journal of Consumer Research, Vol. 37, pp. 
791- 804 
 
28 Goulding, C., Shankar, A. and Elliott, R. (2002), “Working weeks, rave weekends: identity fragmentation and the 
emergence of new communities”, Consumption, Markets and Culture, Vol. 5 No. 4, pp. 261-84 
 
29 Cova, B. and Cova, V. (2002), “Tribal marketing: the tribalisation of society and its impact on the conduct of 
marketing”, European Journal of Marketing, Vol. 36 Nos 5/6, pp. 595-620 
 
30 Christina Goulding Avi Shankar Robin Canniford, (2013),"Learning to be tribal: facilitating the formation of 
consumer tribes", European Journal of Marketing, Vol. 47 Iss 5/6, pp. 813 – 832 
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one hand there are tourists, who lack strong social ties to the group and maintain just a superficial interest; 
and minglers, who perceive strong social ties, but are also perfunctorily interested. On the other hand, 
devotes maintain a strong interest and enthusiasm but have low social attachment to the group; and finally, 
insiders are those who have strong social boundaries and high interest in the consumption activity31. In 
general, any community member would progress from being a tourist to an insider as he/she gains online 
experience and discovers groups whose attitude assuage his/her needs: to an administrator, the amount of 
time he/she spends in interactions is crucial.  
 
Other two issues that should be mentioned are the characteristics affecting donations and the relation 
between personality and consumption. The literature suggests a variety of variables influencing the reason 
why individuals give money to either a charity or any organization. These are, first of all, individuals’ mood, 
gender and perception of the organization efficiency. Previous researches have been carried out since 1985 in 
Britain. These were based on a structural questionnaire asking about donating and volunteering behavior, 
relating to socio-economic and psychographic characteristics. The research was designed by the Centre for 
Applied Social Research at the University of Manchester in partnership with Public Attitude Surveys Ltd. 
and the Research & Statistics Unit of the Charities Aid Foundation. It had been highlighted that individuals 
who perceive themselves as generous are more willing to be donors. Age, surprisingly, suggested that donors 
are more likely to be found among young people. Other discriminating variables are: full-time education and 
the importance of religion. In addition, donors tend to have a high income, so from a marketing point of 
view, this variable is particularly useful to target likely donors. Above all, the most important discriminating 
variable is the personal link with the organization32. In a highly cohesive group, members are more likely to 
exhibit altruistic behaviors towards the others and have a greater desire to contribute to the collective goals 
of the group33. A developed sense of belonging is summary the fundamental point of interest. About the 
relation between personality and consumption, previous studies suggest that in the music and video context, 
consumers become fans when they have already achieved the exposure and attention stages of information 
processing. For instance, from a consumption imagery perspective, the literature suggests that teenagers 
watch MTV because they believe they could learn fashion-related information. Thus, teenagers develop their 
own social identities from material symbolism that they observe in certain subcultures34. Previous authors 
                                                          
31 R. V. Kozinets (1999), “E-Tribalized Marketing? The strategic implications of virtual communities of consumption”, 
European Management Journal, Vol. 17 N° 3, pp. 252-264 
 
32 Bodo B. Schlegelmilch Adamantios Diamantopoulos Alix Love, (1997),"Characteristics affecting charitable 
donations: empirical evidence from Britain", Journal of Marketing Practice: Applied Marketing Science, Vol. 3 Iss 1 
pp. 14 – 28 
 
33 Wei-Tsong Wang Zu-Hao Wei, (2011),"Knowledge sharing in wiki communities: an empirical study", Online 
Information Review, Vol. 35 Iss 5 pp. 799 – 820 
 
34 Sun, S. and Lull, J. (1986), “The adolescent audience for music videos and why they watch'', Journal of 
Communication, Vol. 36, Winter, pp. 115-25 
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have studied the consumption imagery through dance music, heavy metal, classic rock, rap and new wave. 
Results indicated that products could be categorized onto six factors: 
1) Fashion, comprising clothing, lingerie, hairstyle, make up, jewels  
2) Vehicles, comprising cars, motorcycles and so on 
3) Darkside, comprising drugs, weapons and alcohol 
4) The band, comprising tattoos and instruments 
5) Food, comprising food and tobacco 
6) Toys  
 
Every music subculture is characterized by a specific combination of those products; for instance, rap has the 
highest level of darkside products, heavy metal the highest level of band products35. So, to sum up, grouping 
are exposed to specific products and, with those, individuals join the group36 (Figure 1.1).  
 
 
 
Figure 1.1: Richard Helyar, (2007),"Youth culture uncut: youth tribes 2007", Young Consumers, Vol. 8 Iss 
2, p. 103 
                                                          
35 Brett A.S. Martin Celeste A. McCracken, (2001),"Music marketing: music consumption imagery in the UK and New 
Zealand", Journal of Consumer Marketing, Vol. 18 Iss 5 pp. 426 – 436 
 
36 Richard Helyar, (2007),"Youth culture uncut: youth tribes 2007", Young Consumers, Vol. 8 Iss 2, p. 103 
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To sum up our theoretical backgrounds, we should consider that the exposure to the entirety of the 
underground subculture, should be adjust in terms of authenticity and resistance. In the most direct sense, 
“indie/underground” refers to “artistic creations produced outside the auspices of media conglomerates and 
distributed though small-scale and often localized channels (i.e. no chain local retailers, art-house theaters, 
specific web-sites and other small-scale enterprises)”37. Regardless, the underground marketplace is 
embedded in a socio-cultural system of collectively shared cultural knowledge, aesthetic tastes, social 
networks, and systems of social distinction. Underground people can definitely find expression in some of 
the six factors previously mentioned, further other aestheticized spheres of consumption, such as fashion and 
third-place servicescapes (cafès, clubs, bars, restaurants). According to Bourdieu38, the relative degree of 
comfort that people have in the society is a function of the cultural and social learned predispositions they 
achieve. Moreover, individuals can possess more or less cultural capital depending on their family 
upbringing, their educational experience, their peer networks, and other sociological factors that exert a long-
term influence on their intellectual, social and aesthetic predisposition, typically identify as habitus. 
Summary, each sub-culture is characterized by a distinctive value system, normative discourses, modes of 
practice and status systems. These inter-linkages between a consumption field and activities, are a function 
of the ways in which marketplace myths actually tend to be produced (such a cliché of the “alternative guy”). 
The labeling of “indie” helped solidify the meaning of this emergent field of consumption (and practices), 
and particularly, its symbolic contrast to the commercial mainstream. The underground field is summary 
constituted by a network of clubs, music, stores, fashion stores, third-place hangouts, media and social 
networks.  
 
 
1.2: Characteristics and fundamental values of the organization 
 
Optical Radio Project was created in July 2009 by a group of sound-engineers and DJs coming from different 
backgrounds and countries. Its seat is placed in New Cross, Deptford district, and it provides audio and video 
streaming via a web-platform. In spite of it is still a little community, actually a niche, it doesn’t work just 
locally. Even though localness is relevant, as mentioned in Paragraph 1.1, in order to get a strong rooted 
support, Optical Radio is based on web-interactions with its target, so it means that people coming from all 
over the world should be involved in the community. Subsequently, it supports the participation of members 
coming from different backgrounds and countries to encourage a melting-pot community. Optical Radio 
involves people linked with different subcultures (for instance Reggae, Alternative, Techno music 
subcultures) and living in, especially, the UK, the USA, Brazil and Italy. People with a similar attitude 
                                                          
37 Arsel, Z. and Thompson, C. J. (2011), “ Demythologizing Consumption Practices: How Consumers protect their 
Filed-Dependent Identity Investments from devaluing marketplace myths”, Journal of Consumer Research, Vol. 37, pp. 
791- 804 
 
38 Bourdieu, P. (1990), “The logic of Practice”, Cambrige: Polity, p. 793 
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basically meet in a virtual space. Optical Radio has always been focused on sharing music out of the 
marketplace, since, still, there’s no commercial interest in advertising and selling. Furthermore, the 
commercial side of music has always been completely opposite to Optical Radio prospect, because all the 
shows just aimed at giving a voice to those creative, non conformist and conscious people. The common 
feature, among all the providers, actually sound-engineers and DJs, emphasized the role played by an 
experiential need: hence we noticed people looking for hedonistic experiences, how broadcasting a radio 
show could be. Optical Radio has always been an underground environment in which anyone was totally free 
to express himself; indeed its claim was: “Optical Radio is an internet radio station with a focus on 
entertainment and culture, showcasing new talents and encouraging interaction with artists and the 
audience. We aim to find the most diversified forms of expression. Optical Radio moved to The Old Police 
Station, New Cross – a do-it-yourself art center run by the participating artists themselves. Being a new 
radio station, we would be glad to hear directly from our listeners what kind of discussion they would like to 
be involved in.39” 
 
London has always been an incubator of youth, alternative, underground subcultures. The darkside of 
consumption is still particularly noticeable in the UK, especially in Camden, Brixton, Soho districts in 
London, because of the presence of Punk, Goth, Alternative, Skaters, Gay subcultures40. Optical Radio is 
indeed placed in New Cross, district of Deptford, South London. The reputation of this area had never been 
remarkable, but through public measures, Deptford is by now achieving a better image41. In particular, 
Optical Radio is placed indoors the art center The Old Police Station, which hosts 42 offices. The rent was 
affordable for any kind of artist, so the effort of the city of London has had a strong effect on improving the 
awareness towards culture in unusual areas. The building is still populated by web-designers, fashion 
designers, sculptors, painters and artisans. The location used to inspire creativity and collaboration, so it was 
natural, for all the people involved, to organize themed event, in which radio station, promoters and artists 
contributed. Mostly the events had been arranged to join outer charities, for instance those responsible for 
homeless and destitute people, like The Crash Pad Youth Shelter (Figure 1.2), especially because helping 
people and growing up as individuals and as group are the highest aims that Optical Radio spread.  
 
                                                          
39 www.opticalradio.net 
 
40 Brett A.S. Martin Celeste A. McCracken, (2001),"Music marketing: music consumption imagery in the UK and New 
Zealand", Journal of Consumer Marketing, Vol. 18 Iss 5 pp. 426 - 436   
 
41 The Evening Standard, November 2014, pp. 36-39, standard.co.uk/lifestyle  
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Figure 1.2: http://opticalradio.wordpress.com/ 
 
We recognized in Optical Radio Project traits of a tribe shaped by different subcultures, in turn based on 
cultural motivations. Optical Radio promoters were, first of all, underground consumers. That’s why they 
used to support and share with listeners their ideology. So, there was a non conformist attitude related to 
consumers’ preferences (underground music in particular). Moreover, the organization was a “pirate” web-
radio station. Optical Radio had been before a CIC – Community Interest Company, according to Regulation  
2005 (CIC Regs)42. It means that, until 2013, Optical Radio had been a charity, a no-profit association, not 
politically motivated,  not unlawful. CICs can be limited by shares, or by guarantee, and will have a statutory 
“Asset Lock” to prevent the assets and profits being distributed, except as permitted by legislation. This 
ensures that assets and profits are retained within the CIC for community purposes, or transferred to another 
                                                          
42 http://www.communitycompanies.co.uk/communityinterestcompanies.shtml 
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asset-locked organization, such as another CIC or charity. The law has changed, so fees have increased,  and 
that’s why Optical Radio has become a “pirate” station, waiting to switch  to a common radio station 
organizational set-up  (and obtain the license from both  the MCPS-PRS Alliance and Phonographic 
Performance Limited). Radio stations, according to the law, must pay the PPL dubbing fee in order to store 
tracks and use copyrighted music in advertisement and programming. In the UK, scheduled  radios shall 
comply with the Ofcom Broadcasting Code, made under section 319 of the Communications Act 2003, 
together with other codes relating to access, electronic program guides and advertising.  
 
Since Optical Radio is a web platform, the co-creation between consumers and suppliers has become 
obvious, first because this is easier anytime an organization uses ICTs, and, moreover, because this is one of 
the basis of a community itself. In addition, suppliers, both DJs and sound-engineers, were willing to provide 
a good service, including technical and relations matters too. Moreover, for any broadcasting activity, it’s 
interesting to direct the attention to different subcultures. This means that it could be valuable to broadcast 
different music and entertainment programs, specifically addressed to different segments (Figure 1.3), in 
order to gain a better market influence43. Beside a wide range of differentiated programs and an almost 
common audio streaming service, Optical Radio provides a video streaming service, particularly important 
for bands and musicians live performances. The video streaming was a distinctive feature of Optical Radio, 
indeed it was the only web-radio station in London offering this kind of optional. As mentioned, beside the 
underground music, the web-radio promotes events, gigs and new indie musicians.  
 
                                                          
43 Brett A.S. Martin Celeste A. McCracken, (2001),"Music marketing: music consumption imagery in the UK and New 
Zealand", Journal of Consumer Marketing, Vol. 18 Iss 5 pp. 426 – 436 
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Figure 1.3: http://www.opticalradio.net/shows.php 
 
As said, for Optical Radio being underground basically meant that the radio has never been connected to the 
big music industry. Hence, there’s still no business, but just a community of volunteers, interested in 
entertainment, and  ideologies spreading. Optical Radio used to work with low monetary resources, and costs 
too. Basically, the activity was carried on by a donation system, in which DJs and guests were in charge of 
giving a monthly donation  to cover the main costs. The donation system affected also listeners, who could 
be interested in carrying on the service, because of a particular sense of belonging to their tribe. However, in 
the English context (museums, music and sporting events) the donation system is usual (Figure 1.4), so this 
kind of system appeared totally reasonable. Many are the associations relied on fundraising, for instance the 
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Free Cakes for Kids, an active group across the UK, carried on by local teams of bakers who organize 
birthday parties for children whose families find it difficult to provide44; Ministry of Stories, a creative 
writing and mentoring centre for children and teenagers placed in East London, kept by donations and 
volunteers45 and many more, even competitors, such as KoolLondon (www.koollondon.com), Fnoob Techno 
Radio (www.fnoobtechno.com), Reel Rebels Radio (www.reelsrebelsradio.com), all kept through fans’ 
donations. 
 
  
 
Figure 1.4: www.facebook.com  
 
                                                          
44 www.forkids.org.uk  
 
45 www.ministryofstories.org/volunteer 
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1.3: Optical Radio initial involvement in the marketplace 
 
New business models, such as virtual communities, allow individuals to express themselves in terms of 
resistance. As mentioned, Optical Radio Project was created to give a voice to all those are resistant to the 
traditional music industry. There’s a split within the music framework: on one hand music industry, which is 
based on business interests and strategies, huge investments and professional organization; on the other hand 
there’s the underground music which runs distant from the traditional marketplace, carrying on opposing 
ideologies and markets. For years, there have been many changes and matters regarding the music industry; 
for instance, previous researches highlighted that all the reactions, especially in terms of copyright, of the 
music industry against new sources have had a limited success. Audiences have developed a higher level of 
awareness and receptiveness towards commercialism in today's music than people in the 1960s and 1970s46, 
and since the ‘90s a big portion of album sales has been cannibalized by digital channels. New digital 
models, for instance freemium marketplaces, had grown, for instance iTunes, Napster and Spotify, but those 
had been cannibalized by free services via web in the same way47. Music and information systems are 
particularly inclined to the new gift economy, a kind of altruistic, digital and not monetary marketplace, in 
which anything is for free for any user. Therefore, consumers use to share intangible goods (files) instead of 
objects, as it is meant by a more traditional sharing point of view. Piracy is an outcome: in the music context, 
many musicians, especially indie musicians, use to give their music for free through specific platforms (such 
as www.soundcloud.com), and gain from advertising, merchandising, concerts and events booking48. In these 
terms, Optical Radio was “a pirate” not just because of its legal content, but partially also because of its 
operation. In addition, publishing banners and paid-per-view video-advertising, in accordance with the 
audience preferences, had become a popular and easy strategy for small scale web-enterprises in order to 
monetize their customers flow, with the help of specialized agencies. Even many other communities, such as 
the famous case of Bookcrossing, are supported by  “stores”, in which anyone could purchase merchandising 
items; the web-sites sometimes presents several adverts (often criticized by “purist” members) and collect 
financial support from the members49.  
 
                                                          
46 Brett A.S. Martin Celeste A. McCracken, (2001),"Music marketing: music consumption imagery in the UK and New 
Zealand", Journal of Consumer Marketing, Vol. 18 Iss 5 pp. 426 – 436 
 
47 New music models differ from DST – Digital Sell Through – like iTunes, to Renting Subscription models, like 
Napster , and Ad-Based models – Freemium – like Spotify. Dominik Papies, Felix Eggers, Nils Wlömert, (2011), 
“Music for free? How free Ad-funded downloads affect consumer choice”, Journal of the Academic Marketing Science, 
39; 777-794  
 
48 C. Anderson, (2009) “Free. The Future of a Radical Price”, Hyperion 
 
49 Dalli, D and Corciolani, M. (2008), “Collective forms of resistance: the transformative power of moderate 
communities. Evidence from the Bookcrossing case”, International Journal of Market Research, Vol. 50 Issue 6, pp. 757 
– 771 
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Optical Radio interactions materially run with ICTs and peer-to-peer system. ICTs - Information and 
Communication Technologies are all the methods and technologies empowered by transmission systems, 
receiving and elaborating information, including all the digital technologies. Peer-to-peer system are enabled 
by ICTs in order to put on the same level any computer connected on the web. Peer-to-peer is also related to 
file sharing networks and wiki systems50. Thus, beside the studio equipments, the focus is the institutional 
web-site (www.opticalradio.net). To improve listeners knowledge, Optical Radio is available on specific 
statistic optional. The main software used in order to figure out listeners’ behavior are Shoutcast, Sam 
Broadcaster and Adobe Live Encoder, open source51software specifically addressed to audio and video 
streaming services. In order to obtain information about socio-demographic details, the only application used 
by Optical Radio was Google Analytics (Figure 1.5)52. Cookies53 and Google Analytics allow the owner of a 
web-site to collect information about: 
 
 Number of visitors for a specific period of time 
 Number of pages loaded for a specific period of time 
 Average of pages visited by one individual and visit duration 
 Rate of pages visited 
 Number of new visitors for a specific period of time 
 Acquisition source (Organic, Referral, Social) 
 
 
Figure 1.5: http://www.google.com/analytics 
 
                                                          
50 www.wikipedia.org  
 
51 Open source is any software of which the owners allow any independent programmer to use and modify it. 
www.wikipedia.org  
 
53 Cookie, also called tracking cookie, are texts that accomplish automatic authentications, store information about users 
of a web-site, mark a web-site visit. www.wikipedia.org  
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Advertisements have never been broadcasted on the web-site and, still, Optical Radio is not expecting to join 
the traditional marketplace, also because, first of all, it had been chosen to share music, instead of selling 
music. However, there were evident traits of market involvement. Beside its web-site, the community 
devolves itself upon www.mixcloud.com, a platform that shall be viewed as a market infrastructure in which 
any upload is an exclusive mix, that DJs “donate” to the community of listeners.  Summary, MixCloud 
(Figure 1.6) is a Cloud platform54 in which listeners could listen to the shows, share any track on other social 
networks, and often (illegally) download a mix.  
 
Figure 1.6: http://www.mixcloud.com/OpticalRadio/ 
 
Optical Radio was shaped by values out of the market, because it is a “pirate” underground radio-station. 
However, members’ donations had never been a regular revenue in order to survive in the long term, so the 
                                                          
54Cloud computing is a paradigm in which computing resources are not stored locally on end-user devices but accessed 
via a network. Cloud computing includes network access to storage, processing power, development platforms and 
software. Soebhaash Dihal Harry Bouwman Mark de Reuver Martijn Warnier Christer Carlsson, (2013),"Mobile cloud 
computing: state of the art and outlook", info, Vol. 15 Iss 1 pp. 4 – 16 
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community became open to several market agents (for instance sponsorships, marketing infrastructures, 
social networks, clouds). Obviously, related to either a proper sponsorship or publishing ads, Optical Radio 
should choose its partner accordingly to consumers’ attitude. Choosing a partner, toward it consumers have a 
negative attitude, could be failing. Mixing cultural products and commercial products (and brands) could 
have a negative reaction from fans, because there is an association between knowledge of goods (and brands) 
and consumers’ attitude55. Community identification and participation could radically decrease. In sum, 
Optical Radio image could be damaged because of members’ reactions. Another reason why Optical Radio 
has always been embedded in the market concerns third servicescapes. It used to promote gigs and venues in 
member clubs; it means that consumers used to share similar habits in their everyday life, such as hanging 
out at particular nights-out (Squat Parties in Peckham, a few clubs as The Rhythm Factory, The 414 in 
Brixton, The Birds Nest and The Post Punk Club in Deptford, The Dublin Castle and so on), mostly placed in 
South and East London. 
To sum up, on one hand, this community keeps away the traditional market (indeed members really 
appreciate Optical Radio being a pirate radio-station, relied on a gift system, that doesn’t support 
consumerism, big brands and stereotypes either), but on the other hand it is materially involved in the 
market. However, this analysis might be reducing. As other communities, such as Bookcrossing and Yelp, 
the aim is not the whole market subversion56. Specifically, members usually reinterpret a marketplace in a 
different way, that is a way that adapts their needs, supporting at the same time related activities and 
products (such as venues and clouds). Above all, in terms of human feelings, while using those platforms and 
even other social networks, members are nowadays able to create, share and use knowledge for the same 
purposes, which results in a sense of belonging to the tribe57.  An alternative consumers’ culture is what leads 
individuals to join other ordinary people who share a similar attitude towards certain consumption activities, 
and stimulate new needs. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                          
55 Sun, S. and Lull, J. (1986), “The adolescent audience for music videos and why they watch'', Journal of 
Communication, Vol. 36, Winter, pp. 115-125 
 
56 Dalli, D and Corciolani, M. (2008), “Collective forms of resistance: the transformative power of moderate 
communities. Evidence from the Bookcrossing case”, International Journal of Market Research, Vol. 50 Issue 6, pp. 758 
 
57 Wei-Tsong Wang Zu-Hao Wei, (2011),"Knowledge sharing in wiki communities: an empirical study", Online 
Information Review, Vol. 35 Iss 5 pp. 799 – 820 
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Chapter 2 – Designing a research 
The fundamental difference between qualitative and quantitative studies, beside the  methodology itself, is 
related to a trade-off: representative samples (easily assured by quantitative studies) vs. deep information 
(easily assured by qualitative studies)58. Methodologies differ from structured and semi-structured in-
depth interviews to questionnaires, from focus group to observation and experiments. In spite of that, 
combining methods, aim to obviate a lack of information. In this chapter, we present a theoretical review 
about the methods that met our needs, and discuss previous studies, in terms of similarity. At the end, a 
brief of our methodology is introduced.  
 
 
2.1: Theoretical backgrounds 
 
Information could be either qualitative or quantitative. There are no methods better than others, it just 
depends on a specific context. Quantitative studies basically aim to figure out a marketplace. Quantitative 
studies usually rely on a description of the current market in which a company works; therefore answering to 
Who? What? Where? When? is the main purpose of the researcher. A quantitative study could follow a 
qualitative one, which uses to be designed in order to generally analyze an object59. Indeed, qualitative 
studies aim to highlight latent variables that influence the phenomenon, such as culture, emotions, 
relationships and so on. Basically, qualitative researches allow a holistic approach; but quantitative studies 
work in customer satisfaction surveys, customer attitude toward a specific product surveys, customer loyalty 
surveys and so on. Both methods are usually designed as follow: 
 First phase - Choosing the object of the research  
 Second phase - Designing an adequate list of the entire population 
 Third phase - Sampling60 
 Fourth phase - Contacting people 
 Fifth phase - Data collecting  
                                                          
58 C. Boyce, P. Neale (2006), “Conducting in-depth interviews: a Guide for Designing and Conducting In-Depht 
Interviews for Evaluation Input”, Pathfinder International, Monitoring and Evaluation – 2 
 
59 C. Boyce, P. Neale (2006), “Conducting in-depth interviews: a Guide for Designing and Conducting In-Depht 
Interviews for Evaluation Input”, Pathfinder International, Monitoring and Evaluation – 2, p. 3 
 
60 A fundamental difference between all the methodologies is related to sample size, typically restricted in qualitative 
studies, but extensive in quantitative methods. C. Boyce, P. Neale (2006), “Conducting in-depth interviews: a Guide for 
Designing and Conducting In-Depht Interviews for Evaluation Input”, Pathfinder International, Monitoring and 
Evaluation – 2 
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 Sixth phase - Analyzing data and reporting61 
So, the most important theoretical backgrounds for our research are introduced as follows. First of all, 
observation is a flexible methodology that could be used in both qualitative and quantitative studies, but it 
could even be the only choice. It means that observation aids researchers to understand in depth consumers’ 
behavior, in any case in which other methodologies are not practical (for instance kids’ behavior). Consumer 
culture theory authors highlight that observation is the best method for a researcher in order to participate in 
any kind of ritual, tribe, community62. The researcher directly observes a phenomenon and reports relevant 
information. Observation is usually carried on in the real context in which the phenomenon happens, but it 
could even take place in a laboratory, or be aided by sophisticated equipments, for instance galvanometer. 
The most important matter related to observation is intrusiveness, depending on the involvement of the 
researcher. Researchers sometimes don’t let consumers know about their purpose: they just act as “common” 
consumers. Researchers sometimes let consumers know about their purpose and ask for collaboration; 
otherwise researchers just observe the context, consumers’ behavior and  non verbal communication. To plan 
an observation, some issues shall be clarified: first of all, where the phenomenon takes place and who are the 
participants, then what the participants do, which are the goods and brands involved in such a phenomenon, 
what happens in particular, when the phenomenon begins and when it ends. Due to a lack of statistical 
information, observation is usually integrated with other methods, either qualitative studies, such as in-depth 
interviews, or quantitative studies, such as questionnaires63. As mentioned, questionnaires extensively get 
through a phenomenon, but a study could be deeply enriched by a few ethnographic interviews. Either 
structured or semi-structured interviews, allow researchers to deeply understand cultural meanings, such as 
common characteristics among a group of people, and reinforce observation findings, through a concise set 
of questions addressed to a restricted sample. The most incisive members of the group, such as leaders and 
core members, are usually interviewed, in order to study meaningful practices and symbols recognized by a 
specific subculture64. To sum up, the main advantages of combining observation and interviews are definitely 
related to a fundamental opportunity: figuring out information about real behaviors, instead of preferences 
and intentions. This is rather a disadvantage of questionnaires. So, distortion between attitude and behavior 
could be usually overtaken. These studies are usually cheap, but timing strongly depends on phenomenon 
frequency. Apart from a lack of statistic information, such as correlation index, Cramer index, inferences, 
another issue concerns researchers involvement. He/She usually takes part in groups rituals, so he/she could 
                                                          
61 L. Molteni, G. Troilo (2012), “Ricerche di marketing. Metodologie e tecniche per le decisioni strategiche e operative 
di marketing”, Egea, Milano, p. 130 
62 Christina Goulding Avi Shankar Robin Canniford, (2013),"Learning to be tribal: facilitating the formation of 
consumer tribes", European Journal of Marketing, Vol. 47 Iss 5/6 p. 813-832 
 
63 L. Molteni, G. Troilo (2012), “Ricerche di marketing. Metodologie e tecniche per le decisioni strategiche e operative 
di marketing”, Egea, Milano, p. 109-114 
 
64 L. Molteni, G. Troilo (2012), “Ricerche di marketing. Metodologie e tecniche per le decisioni strategiche e operative 
di marketing”, Egea, Milano, p. 59, 100-101 
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become too much involved. This could imply an information distortion. Also ethical problems could appear, 
especially whether participants don’t know that they are observed; but, on one hand, knowing research 
purpose could make them reluctant, so, on the other hand, there’s always a controversial trade-off between 
ethics and success of the research.  
Rather, quantitative questionnaires rely on an interview among people belonging to the entire population. We 
obviously treat a sample that could represent the entire population, simply because this is the fundamental 
function of a statistic report. Questionnaires are usually structured, that means that respondents shall answer 
to a questions set. Set is usually organized in a specific queue of questions. Survey process could be direct, 
in the event in which respondents know researcher’s purpose, otherwise indirect. Questions are usually 
designed as multiple choice, ranking, Likert rating and so on, but anyway, are mostly closed-ended. For 
instance a question like “What are the main reasons why you often shop in this supermarket?” could be 
present as a multiple choice: 
What are the main reasons why, among the following, you often shop in this supermarket? 
 Convenient products 
 Good quality of products 
 Huge range of products 
 Accessibility and easy parking 
 Discounts timing 
 Friendly shop assistants 
 Other ……………………………………. 
This second alternative, even though the question is the same, could be analyzed more easily, and that’s why 
researchers generally prefer closed-ended question: codifying the answer appears simple. Usefulness of open 
questions is generally related to clarifications and explanations. 
A survey could be done by means of: 
 Phone Interviews – nowadays by Computer Aided Telephone Interview (CATI methodology) 
 Personal Interviews – nowadays Computer Aided Personal Interview (CAPI  methodology, 
particularly used in stores) 
 Mail Interviews – respondents receive a package including the survey and all the instructions to fill it 
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 Web Interviews – which include e-mails, banners65, newsgroup66, chats methodologies 
The last method, web interviews, called CAWI (Computer Aided Web Interviews), is nowadays one of the 
most popular67. In general, e-mails allow to send questionnaires to potential respondents; this method is 
characterized by quick timing and low costs. Unfortunately, answering degree is often restricted. Moreover, 
some clients, still, don’t allow questions randomization. In spite of that, including multi-media contents and 
animated stimuli is usually workable. Respondents recruitment could be done using traditional means (for 
instance mailing list, customer database, phone callings), but the list shall be always representative. Using 
extended and representative samples is an advantage of a quantitative research itself, and furthermore it 
implies reliable statistics reports. Other web-based data collection advantages are definitely related to 
cheapness, high speed, easy preparation, low intrusiveness. It means that, data are instantly available to be 
analyzed and respondents could fill the questionnaire whenever they are willing to. Anyway, an unsuitable 
disadvantage concerns the autonomous selection system68. Indeed, users choose to fill the questionnaires by 
themselves. This matter could compromise sample representation. Moreover, this method sometimes doesn’t 
seem convenient: some segments are not habitual internet users. However, this limitation is totally overtaken 
if the research points an internet context. Examples are: web-sites evaluation, e-purchasing analysis, internet 
users demography. In these cases, potential respondents might be users and vice versa. Compared to personal 
interviews and phone interviews, web-based interviews are characterized by a quick collaboration decline; 
thus, multi-media and animated contents could aid to keep a constant respondents’ attention. Indeed, 
researches should clarify decisions about Who is the target? and What kind of method should be used?. After 
that, questions should be planned. Questions should obviously deal with the object of the research, and 
should be easily understood from potential respondents. In addition, questions shouldn’t influence answers. 
Moreover, if a question is definitely necessary, but too much personal or embarrassing, researchers should 
use indirect questions. It means that, in those cases in which researchers would like to study borderline 
behaviors, political attitude, sexual habits, it might be better to introduce the phenomenon in a general point 
of view. Preambles like “News have highlighted that…”, “Some people use to…”, ”Imagine that a woman is 
going to…” should be planned. As mentioned, one of the most common questions are multiple choice, 
dichotomous, in which respondents could choose between “Yes” and “No”, pair wise, in which respondents 
shall compare two different stimuli, ranking, in which respondents shall order a set of stimuli depending on a 
specific purpose, Likert, semantic differential and Stapel rating. In particular, these last three types are called 
                                                          
65 An advertisement, often animated, that extends across the width of a web page. www.thefreedictionary.com   
 
66An area on a computer network, especially the Internet, devoted to the discussion of a specified topic. 
www.thefreedictionary.com   
 
67 L. Molteni, G. Troilo (2012), “Ricerche di marketing. Metodologie e tecniche per le decisioni strategiche e operative 
di marketing”, Egea, Milano, p. 138 
 
68 L. Molteni, G. Troilo (2012), “Ricerche di marketing. Metodologie e tecniche per le decisioni strategiche e operative 
di marketing”, Egea, Milano, p. 109-114 
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anchored rating scales, because the “anchor” is, for respondents, a short description as “Strongly 
disagree/Strongly agree”, if researchers are using Likert rating, bipolar adjectives, if researchers are using a 
semantic differential rating, a value, from 1 to 9, if researchers are using Stapel rating. For instance:  
“Please, tell me about your satisfaction towards XY Ltd. customer care: 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9”  
in which 1 corresponds to “Really low satisfaction” and 9 corresponds to “Really high satisfaction”. 
Anyway, it’s always recommended to introduce a neutral value among all the alternatives, so respondents 
could perceive a “sense of freedom”. It means that, a question that doesn’t include a neutral value, could 
influence the answer. Neutral values are for instance: “Other”, “I don’t know”, “Not disagree, not agree”, 
“5”, depending on the question (multiple choice, dichotomous, Likert rating, Stapel rating). When there are 
several alternatives for respondents, answers should be interchanged. Thus, a positive evaluation shall follow 
a negative one; so answers would not be stereotyped. Other decisions, related to the questionnaire, include 
questions sequence and questionnaire lay-out. Basically, the most appealing and simplest questions should 
be placed at the beginning of the questionnaire, in order to obtain, and consequently keep, more attention 
from respondents. As it appears earlier, if a questionnaire seemed long, respondents wouldn’t collaborate 
until the end. In such an event, researchers could design different versions including same questions, but 
different sequence. Thus, changing the questions sequence could aid to collect more information. Anyway, 
questionnaire lay-out should be easily understood from both researcher and respondent, especially in those 
autonomously filled69. Before the whole field, researchers usually administer the questionnaire to a restricted 
sample, in order to evaluate what are the most controversial questions. This phase, called pre-test should be 
carried on in the same context and conditions of the whole field70.  
 
2.2: Previous inspirational studies 
 
Previous studies have inspired our research, in terms of methods and objectives. First of all, Richard Helyar, 
(2007), Youth culture uncut: youth tribes 200771. Helyar’s research is focused on Channel 4, a youth tribe 
started in a meeting room close to the London House of Parliament. The objective was to explore how 
television can bring together young people. The original idea came from a family gathering, in which young 
members were into their own personal style, music and fashion, but not enthusiastic about the television they 
                                                          
69 S. Zani, A. Cerioli, (2007), “Analisi dei dati e data mining per le decisioni aziendali” Giuffré, Milano, pp. 11-12  
 
70 L. Molteni, G. Troilo (2012), “Ricerche di marketing. Metodologie e tecniche per le decisioni strategiche e operative 
di marketing”, Egea, Milano, p. 148 
 
71 Richard Helyar, (2007),"Youth culture uncut: youth tribes 2007", Young Consumers, Vol. 8 Iss 2 pp. 101 – 107 
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used to watch. In the English context, teenagers have been rebelling in some shape for decades. Youth 
culture is told with tales of Teddy Boys, Rockers, Mods, Skinheads, Punks and so on. The foundation of 
Helyar’s work was an online forum, a platform that enabled the researcher to observe dialogues, tribal habits 
and preferences. It was a network of young people coming from different backgrounds who contributed to 
the forum talking about their “own group” within the entire group. Helyar suggests that “if you are looking 
for groups that share common characteristics and use similar terminology, the best solution is to simply ask 
them how they see themselves and those around them, so long as you ask them in the right way, of course”72. 
Another important point, that inspired us, concerns the way in which people are influenced by music, 
fashion, servicescapes, to create their conscious identity.  Helyar’s study was done to help advertisers and 
agencies to understand young people better and suggests designing a series of questions that could be used to 
classify a respondent in a specific tribe. Thus, questions were about listeners’ lives, media, spending, brands 
and free time. Helyar’s research highlights some examples that inspired us: tribal profiles for Adidas and 
Converse (Figure 2.1) and tribal profiles for blogging (Figure 2.2). 
 
 
Figure 2.1: Richard Helyar, (2007),"Youth culture uncut: youth tribes 2007", Young Consumers, Vol. 8 Iss 2 p. 106 
                                                          
72 Richard Helyar, (2007),"Youth culture uncut: youth tribes 2007", Young Consumers, Vol. 8 Iss 2 p. 102 
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Figure 2.2: Richard Helyar, (2007),"Youth culture uncut: youth tribes 2007", Young Consumers, Vol. 8 Iss 2 p. 107 
 
Another well-known research that helped us to plan our research was Christina Goulding’s, Avi Shankar’s, 
Robin Canniford’s research about clubbing73. This research, entitled Learning to be tribal: facilitating the 
formation of consumer tribes, highlights how consumers interact with consumption in order to establish 
emotional and hedonistic social relationships. The research is articulated in two phases. The first one was 
researcher’s memo, whose aim was to notice what kind of rituals were associated with the process, the 
nature of the music, dance and communication. As follows: 
  
“The club itself is situated in a less than desirable part of a city in the English Midlands. However, the 
rather run down location of the club does not detract from the ambience and atmosphere that is created by 
promoters, staff and clubbers themselves. […]The one thing that could not be overlooked was the effect that 
the DJ had on the crowd and how he, and sometimes she, could manipulate them through the regulation and 
alternation of beats per minute.” 74 
 
In Goulding et al.’s study, since that observation wasn’t enough to explain the nature of this kind of 
community, the second phase had been a data collection. In depth-interviews were conducted among several 
clubbers. The development of consumers’ knowledge, while clubbing, is highly ritualistic. One of the most 
                                                          
73 Christina Goulding Avi Shankar Robin Canniford, (2013),"Learning to be tribal: facilitating the formation of 
consumer tribes", European Journal of Marketing, Vol. 47 Iss 5/6 pp. 813 – 832 
 
74 Christina Goulding Avi Shankar Robin Canniford, (2013),"Learning to be tribal: facilitating the formation of 
consumer tribes", European Journal of Marketing, Vol. 47 Iss 5/6 p. 818 
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common actions associated with clubbing is taking drugs, including ecstasy, cocaine, ketamine and so on. 
Basically, it is related to the countervailing discourse though active strategies of identity construction. 
Escaping from everyday life and generate alternative modes of being part of a group is, nowadays, one of the 
main marketing points of interest. In clubbing cases, this escape is extreme, because of an almost religious 
connotation. In addition, a community needs to generate an appropriate shared repertoire of ideas, 
commitments and memories. It also needs to develop a variety of resources such as routines, a vocabulary 
and symbols that in some ways carry on the accumulated knowledge of the community. This involves 
practices or ways of approaching things that are shared and have significant meaning for the members of the 
community. “God is a DJ” is one of the most popular phrases in the clubbing language, as a DJ would be a 
kind of spiritual leader. The success of clubbing is grounded in the belief that DJs and promoters are part of 
the tribe. Of course, they are, but they also have other interests (for instance being well-paid). However, the 
tribal platform is co-created with their followers and could be reconfigured anywhere: they can move from 
location to location, and even from country to country. Famous clubs, like Pacha and Ministry of Sound, 
have successfully moved from their tribal location to festivals and events all over the world.  
An interesting quantitative study was conducted among a blogging community: The effect of community 
identification on attitude and intention toward a blogging community. The purpose of Chung-Chi Shen Jyh-
Shen Chiou75’s work was to investigate how blogging community identification affects users’ attitude and 
intention to stay with a blogging community. Readers or other bloggers are normally allowed to leave 
comments in an interactive format. Therefore, a blog enables people to have their own voice on the web and 
organize their special interest group. It also becomes a common virtual place where people employ it to share 
knowledge and opinions as they do in the real world. Correlation, cross-tabulation analysis and inferential 
statistic tools were used. The questionnaire was shaped in four interesting areas, concerning Blogging 
community identification, Attitude toward using the blogging community, Perceived usefulness of the 
blogging community, Perceived community pressure (Matrix 2). 
Blogging community identification  
o I am very attached to the XYZ blog’s virtual community  
o Other XYZ blogging community’s members and I share the same objectives  
o The friendships I have with other XYZ blogging community’s members mean a lot to me  
o If XYZ blogging community’s members planned something, I’d think of it as something “we” would do rather 
than something “they” would do 
o I see myself as a part of the blogging community 
 
Attitude toward using the blogging community  
o All things considered, my using the blogging community is a smart idea  
o All things considered, my using the blogging community is a pleasant idea  
o All things considered, my using the blogging community is a good idea 
 
Perceived usefulness of the blogging community  
o Using the blogging community makes it easier to share my articles with other people  
o Using the blogging community gains responses from the blogging community visitors to me  
                                                          
75 Chung-Chi Shen Jyh-Shen Chiou, (2009),"The effect of community identification on attitude and intention toward a 
blogging community ", Internet Research, Vol. 19 Iss 4 pp. 393 – 407 
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o I can meet more friends by using the blogging community  
o Using the blogging community will let more people know me 
 
Perceived community pressure  
o I feel like I must reply to the blogging community users in order to be accepted  
o My articles are usually influenced by how other blogging community members want me to do  
o My actions are often influenced by how other blogging community members want me to behave 
 
 
Matrix 2: Chung-Chi Shen Jyh-Shen Chiou, (2009),"The effect of community identification on attitude and intention 
toward a blogging community ", Internet Research, Vol. 19 Iss 4 p. 400 
 
Another interesting implication is definitely related to providers’ activities. To reduce consumer’s pressure 
resulting from community, service providers have to think about ways to increase consumer’s identification 
with the blogging community. For instance, companies can support users who voluntarily manage 
community events, solicit common interest topics, or even invite well-known people to publish their related 
blog to improve the incentive for the blogger to involve more in the blogging community. The results 
suggested that higher community identification intensified greater consumer’s willingness to invest in 
specific assets on a blogging community, which in turn affects positively the consumer’s attitude and 
intention towards using the blogging community. In this context, the social bonding capital, blogging 
community knowledge, and other human or physical investments will increase community identification76. 
To sum up, while the operators of communities continue inventing or improving the features of their blog 
portal site, they have to make efforts to show consumers the benefit of using the community. Operators of 
communities have to emphasize the usefulness of their service, and continually educate users how to use it 
and gain the benefits of using it. 
 
 
2.3: Methodology 
 
Our research started in September 2014. Data had been collected in various ways (particularly through 
organization data review, interviews, questionnaire, informal chatting and observation during all the period) 
to draw valid and reliable findings. At the beginning, we observed several issues related to Optical Radio: 
how listeners used to interact and which were the main characteristics of this community. First of all, we 
collected a few demographic data using software (Shoutcast and SamBroadcaster) and Google Analytics. 
Data were mostly referred to listeners’ country of origin, average time of listening, sources; but the 
fundamental information was apparently related to the size of each subculture. Since all the radio-shows 
were addressed to a specific target, this information was useful to understand which were the most active 
groups of listeners among the whole audience. The observation of such an audience happened mostly in the 
                                                          
76 Chung-Chi Shen Jyh-Shen Chiou, (2009),"The effect of community identification on attitude and intention toward a 
blogging community ", Internet Research, Vol. 19 Iss 4 pp. 393 – 407 
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cyber-space. For instance, we used to receive many messages and posts on Facebook chat and Facebook 
events pages, including specific questions and feedbacks. At the beginning of October, we administered to 
all the Optical Radio providers a simple questionnaire, in order to understand what being a member meant 
for them and which were their related interests. The interview included twelve questions, that we sent to the 
most incisive providers via e-mail. During October 2014 we carried on the monitoring of listeners. Basically, 
this phase concerned in a first impression of those, indeed we relied on observing their photos, pictures, posts 
on Facebook, and chatting with them during the shows. Thus, we obtained a first impression about their 
lifestyle and their participation level. Anyway, we previously realized that such a method wasn’t enough: 
interacting with listeners and observing them, collaborating with Optical Radio providers should have been 
integrated. Therefore, we designed a questionnaire which was launched, in all the social networks pages, in 
January 2015. We planned our questionnaire with Survey Monkey. Survey Monkey is one of the most 
popular apps to conduct web-based questionnaires, because it allows to personalize questions and collect 
answers directly from e-mails, home pages and social network pages. Moreover, it enables to randomize 
questions, to include multi-media contents, to remove statistical distortions and analyze diagrams and 
patterns77. Since the audience mostly acts in a virtual-space, a web-based method was definitely adequate. 
We used twenty-five closed-ended questions, including multiple choices, dichotomous, Likert rating and 
images; mostly questions were direct and randomized, in order to encourage respondents’ collaboration. The 
most important questions were actually at the beginning of the questionnaire, concerning listeners attitude 
towards communities and music, in order to compare it with their attitude towards Optical Radio, as 
community and music provider. Other topics were related to their habits, participation and attachment 
degrees. The whole questionnaire was recommended to fifteen listeners, sending them an URL, as pre-test at 
the beginning of January 2015; then it was launched on all the social network pages of Optical Radio. 
However, since we had no complete listeners’ list, our population was actually unknown, in terms of exact 
dimension. A suitable solution could have been taking into account the amount of “Likes” on Optical Radio 
Facebook pages; but those were created when the project was born 6 years ago, so they surely included, 
outdated listeners, and even “friends” of any member, who had never been actual listeners. In such a case, 
considering all the Likes on Facebook could overrate the population; in sum it would be misleading. 
Believably, the entire population included tourists, minglers, devotes and insiders, as mentioned in 
Paragraph 1.1, and all the individuals interested in Optical Radio in various ways, but we expected to mostly 
collect actual listeners responses. Therefore, we found out an alternative option in order to roughly define 
our sample. Contextually, the result seemed a kind of convenience sampling, which main characteristic is 
being dependent on time, data availability, common-sense criteria78. However, once launched the 
                                                          
77 www.surveymonkey.net  
 
78 L. Molteni, G. Troilo (2012), “Ricerche di marketing. Metodologie e tecniche per le decisioni strategiche e operative 
di marketing”, Egea, Milano, p. 212 
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questionnaire, any user had an equal probability of being a respondent. As a result, despite the mentioned 
background, such a sample should be stochastic79. 
 
Using Google Analytics, we took as leading data the amount of sessions into the specific page “On Air” on 
Optical Radio web-site, which meant taking into account the amount of people who were in some ways 
interested in browsing Optical Radio. We considered just the period from mid- September 2014 (when new 
live shows were introduced and the research started) to the beginning of January 2015, basically four entire 
months. In that period, there were: 493 sessions from mid to the end of September, 426 sessions in October, 
354 sessions in November, 500 sessions in December, 102 sessions from the 1st to the 11th of January, until 
we launched the pre-test survey80 on the 12th of January. So, an average amount of sessions came from an 
arithmetic average (Xavg) among the collected data: 
 
Xavg = (493 + 426 + 354 + 500 + 102) / 5 = 375 
 
We accepted 375 as the amount of the population (N). N = 375 was actually a reasonable figure because, 
compared with an approximate total of potential listeners, who used to join Facebook specific events, it 
seemed quite fair and coherent. Before the quantitative test, the hypothesis was precautionary, simply 
because of the circumstances. In all the cases in which there’s no complete list, the best hypothesis is 
assuming that a 50% of the population would reproduce a specific characteristic81. In this case, we would 
have liked to study the percentage of effective listeners among those who browse and visit Optical Radio 
web-site. In sum, we prudently supposed that at least a 50% of sessions on www.opticalradio.net/on-air.php 
would have been an actual and, above all, long-lasting listening time during a referential period. Thus, we 
estimated Pexp = 0,5 and 1-Pexp = 0,5. Moreover, since we were going to study an autonomous selected 
sample, probably characterized by a quick collaboration decline, we supposed a high margin of error (D = 
10%). The final hypothesis was that the percentage of effective, and most interested, listeners would be 
between a 40% and a 60% of total visitors: 
Pexp – D < P < Pexp + D 
                                                          
79 L. Molteni, G. Troilo (2012), “Ricerche di marketing. Metodologie e tecniche per le decisioni strategiche e operative 
di marketing”, Egea, Milano, p. 205 
 
80 The pre-test phase ended on the 19th of January. We changed some labels, added a few images, so questions were just 
slightly modified. 
 
81 P. Newbold, W. L. Carlson, B.Thorne (2010), “Statistica”, Pearson, Prentice Hall, pp. 351-352; 
http://www.quadernodiepidemiologia.it/epi/campion/dimens.htm  
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which meant 0,5 – 0,1 < P < 0,5 + 0,1. Using the most conventional value for a confidence interval, za/2 = 
1,96, and all the circumstances considered, once adopting the following formula (Figure 2.3), we obtained a 
reasonable size, which was 96. 
 
Figure 2.3: http://www.quadernodiepidemiologia.it/ 
In sum, the sample was higher than the 1/2082 of N, so we applied a conventional formula (Figure 2.4), in 
order to re-size our sample, in accordance with the amount of the population: 
 
Figure 2.4: http://www.quadernodiepidemiologia.it/ 
Therefore, we obtained n = 76. It means that, in order to get a representative sample, we should collect about 
76 answers. However, since we worked on an autonomously filled survey, individuals’ collaboration could 
be quite limited. By the way, this evaluation just helped us to approximately clarify how many answers we 
should have expected to collect, in order to establish a reasonable quota. While the questionnaire was still 
running on Optical Radio network, listeners’ participation strongly raised, so much that they asked for a 
higher involvement. A two-hours of interviews radio show was organized, and recorded, on the second 
Thursday of March 2015. It enriched observation findings. Eight listeners came down to The Old Police 
Station. Some of them were volunteers, the rest was recruited by sending an informal e-mail, in order to get a 
relevant amount of qualitative data83. In sum, all the main topics reviewed in Chapter 1, and the studies 
mentioned in Paragraph 2.2 considered, we concentrated our attention on verifying four hypothesis: 
1. Optical Radio listeners looked for a non-conformist style, because they believed underground 
subculture as really authentic. 
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83 L. Molteni, G. Troilo (2012), “Ricerche di marketing. Metodologie e tecniche per le decisioni strategiche e operative 
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2. Due to the range of programs it broadcasts, Optical Radio listeners were fragmented in terms of a 
specific subcultures among the whole underground subculture (such as Goth, Reggae, Rave 
subcultures). 
3. In view of the digital station, the main factor was social-affiliation related to music and lifestyle 
preferences beyond geography boundaries. 
4. Optical Radio could be better promoted and better involved in the market 
All the findings are shown in the next chapter.  
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Chapter 3 – Findings 
All the findings came out in a different phase. As mentioned in Paragraph 2.3, first of all, a few interviews to 
core members explained the radio spirit representing Optical Radio, then we evaluated the rituals that 
characterize the community. Aiming at verifying the hypothesis introduced in Paragraph 2.3, we collected 
more qualitative data, through listeners interviews and quantitative methods. Like this, we obtained the most 
achievable information, about supportive characteristics of the tribe. Optical Radio is described by images, 
cultural symbols, ideologies, human feelings, and even limits, which we are introducing in the next 
paragraphs. To sum up, in this chapter, we are explaining what rituals play a role in the community, which the 
main characteristics of participants are, which the practices that Optical Radio listeners associate to music 
are, how they are fragmented, which the summary factors affecting their involvement in the Optical Radio are, 
and, finally, how Optical Radio could be better promoted. 
 
 
 
3.1: Incisive members: who they are, what they aim 
We conducted some interviews to understand how strong and indispensable is the providers’ link with the 
Project, in order to better understand the context in which Optical Radio used to work. The questionnaire 
included 12 questions, which we sent to the most incisive six DJs. The questionnaire included open-
questions, dichotomous questions and an additional question about their occupation (Appendix 1). Other 
information, such as those socio-demographic, either were already known, for instance their age, or weren’t 
relevant. In particular, open-questions were chosen because we wanted them to explain their thoughts. By the 
way, since we worked with them, informal chats about their feelings and ideologies had been often 
conducted. First of all, we asked them “What being a community member meant”, and their answers showed 
that they all used to feel involved in the project but they also showed quite different attitudes, due to their 
experiences and backgrounds. The common belief, among all the members, emphasized the role played by 
an experiential need. It highlighted a tribal logic too, because each member, anytime he/she came to the 
recording studio, used to bring something to drink, used to wear themes clothes (relating to the show) and 
take several pictures. In addition, there was a specific room, indoors The Old Police Station, still called tea 
room in which members could come anytime they fancy a coffee, in order to share new ideas, spend time 
with the other members of staff, chat about anything they love and relax. That space has always been 
available for any guest as well. As said, these people used to look for a hedonistic experiences, how 
broadcasting a radio show is. In addition, they still donate money to the project, because they have always 
cared for carrying on that specific experience. This was, and it is still, fundamental especially for those 
members who have been involved for the longest time (more than 3 years). However, the radio spirit links 
all of them, who still enjoy sharing their passion inside (among members of staff) and outside (among the 
community of consumers). In their point of view, “Optical Radio is an underground environment in which 
anyone is free to express himself”; that is why they have always had a need to interact with the rest of the 
network. It could be either a way to escape from a routine or it could be a linkage with a current (or previous) 
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career. Those more professional DJs would like the others to “spit their ideas and purposes out more 
frequently”. Different feelings appeared as follows. Nathan, a data analyst, 35 years old, who has been 
conducting a cabaret show since the end of 2013, called “Community Service” join together two friends, Tom 
and Jim, declared: 
“Being involved in Optical Radio is great fun, and surprisingly hard to talk sometimes when the microphone 
is there. The main thing is that it is enjoyable and it is. Playing good music and having a laugh with my 
friends is an almost perfect evening. I like it at Optical Radio too where we are kind of left to our own 
devices , it’s a nice relaxed atmosphere and we feel we have total freedom to do anything we like on air, 
which is amazing really.”  
 
Mark, a 52 years old estate agent, involved in Optical Radio Project since 2012, and whose show is called 
“69 77 was my number” (inspired to Ska and Reggae subcultures origins) wrote: 
 
”I enjoy being part of Optical Radio. It is a challenge and I enjoy doing something creative. I am learning 
lots of new things and it is fun”. 
 
Furthermore, there might be a quite professional interest. Indeed Giselle, whose nickname is Gizelle Rebel 
Yelle, involved in the community since 2011, answered: 
 
“Being involved in Optical Radio means a lot to me, because it gives me a platform to explore and present 
my passion in music. I have been involved - as a DJ, music producer and promoter - within the London 
underground dance music scene for over 25 years and I began my journey as a DJ in Deptford. So for me, to 
play on the radio station in Deptford is close to my heart.  I have previously played music as a DJ all over 
the world, but have now slowed down over the last few years. So playing on the radio station is a great way 
to keep connected with the music and friends who listen in the UK and worldwide, such as Brazil, Australia, 
Japan and other places. I also enjoy inviting talented DJs from my music network to come and play to 
showcase their amazing talents and different styles in dance music”.  
 
Anyway, a common reason why all of them have joined Optical Radio Project was having the opportunity to 
let the community grow up, and improve day by day, due to a huger knowledge among listeners. Kenny, a 
Scottish DJ, who has been broadcasting a show called “The Spotlight Show”, focused on acid-techno music, 
since the end of 2013 used to define music an “indispensable means to be himself”. His point of view 
appeared particularly relevant in terms of common belief, especially in terms of keeping away the 
mainstream business of music. He has always been caring about listeners, and friendships, even those virtual. 
In addition he realized that communicating through social network has always been the simplest way to keep 
people close to Optical Radio: 
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“It’s  my passion! Sharing music with people I mean. I love  inviting guests/artists/common people  who 
 inspire me. […] I think it’s great for the interactive audience  and it brings people together!”; “We just 
share music, good music! Like the traditional radios used to do, but the net gives us more and more ways to 
reach people.” 
 
Other opinions about the basis of Optical Radio – promoting the actual indie side of music and discuss 
mutual topics of interest – are reported as follows: 
“The commercial music industry is very strategic and well designed to bring in money - like any business. 
Sometimes you find out a few talented artists and have no problem with them earning good money from their 
music if they are a true talented artist in total control of their productions. But the manufactured side of the 
music industry makes me feel a bit sick! I wish there were more schemes and project like Optical Radio that 
could support music artists of all styles and all ages”; “I think that music and entertainment world is so 
much better if it’s unconventional. And that’s why I love promoting people outside the box! "; “People are 
mostly keen on listening junk tracks. No thanks.” (Patrick, Gizelle, Gareth) 
 
However, they all used to collect vinyl, mostly rare and vintage, play CDs and even download tracks 
illegally, but it doesn’t matter how they obtain music, either purchasing or not, their resistance is particularly 
shown in all the events in which they look for unknown, indie, not mainstream at all, music that they would 
like to share with other people, and integrate music with society’s issues. Still, any show is an exclusive, 
therefore it is actually a kind of gift that they would love to experience with connected people through. 
Beside DJs’ active participation, the co-creation with listeners has always been influential; as follows: 
 
“Unfortunately, sometimes the signal is not working properly or the sound may not be good. But I’m glad 
when listeners report, for example, that the sound drops, because any feedback could be useful. In addition, 
some people have reported that they didn't find the programming very clear on the web-site…”. (Kenny) 
 
Obviously, they are, and always been, all willing to provide a good service, including technical and relations 
matters. As the literature suggests, it is not just a matter of participation, rather a matter of community 
promotion. Indeed, community administrators and core members should promote their communities to others 
through positive word-of-mouth and other activities, in order to let them perceive those as benefits. 
Therefore, community promotion has a positive effect on the knowledge sharing intentions of virtual 
community members. In sum, it is necessary for virtual community administrators to implement strategies 
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and/or tools, which can facilitate effective collaboration and interaction among community members in order 
to raise their participation in the community activities84. 
 
  
 
3.2: Observation phase: how listeners used to interact 
 
We discussed all the market infrastructures that Optical Radio actually joins in Paragraph 1.3, but a social 
like Facebook has always been probably the most influential. Still, as soon as any DJ creates a specific event 
on Facebook, Optical Radio receives many “Like” and “Join” from listeners; so, there’s still a constant 
interaction between suppliers and consumers. This kind of ritual has been always carried on by an informal 
partnership, because the shows have always been partially co-created with listeners. They used to interact 
actively, suggest issues and sometimes send feedback about the audio and video quality. As mentioned, 
listeners were motivated to join several live gigs, but Optical Radio appeared singularly a virtual community. 
Thus, we recognized some of the most important characteristics of a common virtual community. Since the 
Web 2.0 had enabled a huge number of virtual communities to grow up, users have become able to create 
and share knowledge. Users of such communities are no longer one-way information receivers, because they 
can now share knowledge and interact with each other using ICTs. Especially social networks are nowadays 
one of the most common ways for consumers to create, share and use knowledge for the same purposes, 
which results in a sense of belonging to a community85. Therefore, interactions with listeners happened 
mostly in the cyber-space, especially on Facebook. However, Optical Radio target is still a group of people 
who can help the community to grow up. Listeners were simply common people who share the same attitude 
towards music and a specific lifestyle too. Basically, we observed  that the community included non 
conformist and conscious people, often quite extravagant. This affected their aesthetic, their opinions, their 
music perception and consumption. Some of them were either musicians or people that perceived music as 
an irreplaceable way to express who they were. We observed that listeners were often loyal to specific 
shows. Their loyalty seemed connected either to their personal connection with Optical Radio DJs, or to 
friendships that have grown up among the web-community. During specific shows several listeners used to 
send messages, e-mails, post on the wall event on Facebook just to communicate that they were “Locked 
In!”. In addition, they often suggested tracks that they’d like to listen to, share pictures, borrow vinyl, give 
CDs, send mp3 files. It was usual to receive messages telling: “I’m laying on my bed, I’m gonna fill my 
glass… Ready to listen! Gooo guys!”, “Big up for the DJ! Really enjoying!”, “Never heard this song! Love 
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it!”, “You are so commercial ”, “I’m blocked in a meeting! I can’t listen to your live tonight ”, “Oi oi 
oi!”, “Wicked!”. A few messages we received, and posts they often shared (either on their timelines or on 
Optical Radio timeline), are reported as follows (Figures 3.1-3.3).  
 
 
Figure 3.1: www.facebook.com 
 
 
 
Figure 3.2: www.facebook.com 
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Figure 3.3: www.facebook.com 
 
As mentioned, they also used to share ambiguous profile pictures, status and nicknames too, as they would 
like to communicate that they are “out of the box” in some ways (Figure 3.4-3.6).  
 
                        
Figure 3.4: www.facebook.com 
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Figure 3.5: www.facebook.com 
 
 
Figure 3.6: www.facebook.com 
 
In addition, they often used to step forward, during the shows, to express their disappointment about 
outstanding issues (Figure 3.7-3.9), either among the music context or among the society (for instance 
political issues, sexism, poverty). 
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Figure 3.7: www.facebook.com 
 
 
Figure 3.8: www.facebook.com 
 
 
 
Figure 3.9: www.facebook.com 
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As mentioned, some numerical data were also available on Shoutcast and Google Analytics. Related to a 
specific period, for instance the quarter October-November-December 2014, we recorded that Monday and 
Fridays had been the most “appealing” days, in terms of amount of listeners and average time of listening. 
For instance, compared with the interactions on social networks, listeners keen on Fridays shows, were 
generally involved in several discussions and used to express actively their passion for the music they 
listened to. They were definitely keen on listening to techno-rave, and were apparently the most loyal sub-
groups. The highest peak of listeners was actually on the 27th of December, during the annual event in aid to 
Pilion Pub Crash (about 200% of the usual peak). That event was a suitable opportunity to meet and interact 
face-to-face with some listeners. Optical Radio collaborated with other organizations and artists to raise 
monetary resources on the behalf of homeless (Figure 3.10).  
 
Figure 3.10: www.opticalradio.net 
 
So, we met several listeners, and realized that, in the everyday life, they were actually quite extravagant, but 
no longer fragmented into specific groups. Common practices that generally affect this underground, in some 
ways squat, community were related to cigarettes, alcohol and drugs, actually those typical dark products we 
reviewed in Paragraph 1.1. Further considerations are discussed in the next paragraphs. 
 
However, even though this community is still embedded in a particular entertainment system, as it appeared 
in Paragraph 1.3, the most relevant rituals, in terms of community participation, took actually place in the 
cyber-space. To sum up, every time a radio show was planned, it used to attend specific steps: 
1) All the promoters started the word-of-mouth. The last update on social networks pages used to 
happen around half a hour before the beginning. In this sense, promoters are: Djs, sound-engineers 
and any other stakeholder (guests, PR and so on); often listeners are promoters either because of 
their friendship with Optical Radio members or because their positive attitude towards the service. 
2) As soon as the show started, the DJs used to announce that he/she is “On Air”, via a post on 
Facebook event wall, a text, a feed on the web-site. 
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3) In the moment in which the show started, several interactions began. Many listeners used to send 
messages, e-mails, texts, tweets, feedback, advices to the DJs and to the public pages “LiveOn 
OpticalRadio” and “Optical Radio”. 
4) The radio schedule still allows at least a repeating of each live show during the following days. After 
that, any recording is uploaded on MixCloud, in order to increase the related networking. Many 
interactions take place on MixCloud (new visitors, feedbacks, comments and sharing). 
As it appears earlier, in the virtual-space, rituals related to clubbing used to take place: especially applause 
for the DJ. In this point of view, the success of the project appeared grounded on the belief that DJs and 
promoters were part of the web-community. Listeners sometimes complained about unclear web-site pages 
and unclear shows descriptions, but in case of technical issues, they used to report the problem, instead of 
switching to another streaming service. To sum up, the first impression had been that promoters and 
listeners, share a common belief and a similar lifestyle. As mentioned, they had, and still have, a need to 
interact with people and communicate their creative and non conformist attitude. “Optical Radio is an 
underground environment in which anyone is totally free to express himself”, definitely in accordance with 
the post-modern self-concept.  
 
3.3: Listeners interviews 
Since there were some aspects that we would have liked to deeply understand, we recorded a few listeners’ 
opinions during a show they took part to. Their thoughts came from an informal chat and a few expressly 
prepared questions. While the questionnaire was still running on Optical Radio network, some listeners 
participation strongly raised, so much that they asked for a higher involvement. Thus, it was a further good 
event to get through their experience and quite embarrassing thoughts, that we probably wouldn’t  know  if 
we collected just quantitative responses. It was recorded on SamBroadcaster. Two-hours of individual 
interviews were organized on the second Thursday of March 2015 and enriched observation findings. Eight 
listeners came down to The Old Police Station; some of them were volunteers, the rest was recruited by 
sending them an informal e-mail, in order to get a relevant amount of opinions86. They all lived in London, 
particularly in South and East London. A brief of their characteristics is introduced as follows (Matrix 3): 
 
 
                                                          
86 L. Molteni, G. Troilo (2012), “Ricerche di marketing. Metodologie e tecniche per le decisioni strategiche e operative 
di marketing”, Egea, Milano, p. 81 
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Name Nationality and Gender Summary information Attendance 
Caroline English Female She left her childhood 
home when she was 16. 
She runs a personal blog 
and collects vinyl. 
Volunteer 
Emma English Female She’s a full-time mother, 
married with a DJ. 
Above all, she supports 
freedom of expression. 
Volunteer 
Matthieu French Male He works as sale 
assistant in a wine shop. 
He strongly believes that 
listening to Justin 
Beiber, Jazz music and 
even Carl Cox is not a 
“shame” at all: he simply 
supports what he likes. 
Recruited  
James English Male He was a songwriter in 
the London punk scene 
as leader of The Sex 
Gang Children, still 
trying to restore his old 
band. 
Recruited 
Graeme Scottish Male He is by now  shameless 
while talking about 
drugs and his past. He 
supports Optical Radio 
through monthly 
donations. 
Volunteer 
Sharon English Female She was a DJ, until she 
gave birth to her third 
child. She remembers 
Squat Parties as the 
Recruited 
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funniest experience ever, 
but she by now spends 
more nights home. 
Babar Turkish Male He buys just second-
hand things and writes 
poems telling about 
politics, awareness, 
mind-changing. 
Volunteer 
Manuela Spanish Female Young feminist, she 
names herself as a 
“rebel”. She’s the leader 
of a group aiming to 
occupy community 
spaces on the behalf of 
homeless (The Fox and 
Firkin in Lewisham). 
Volunteer 
Matrix 3: Respondents’ characteristics 
First of all, they often used to interact with each other joining third-servicescapes, such as those previously 
mentioned (for instance The Dublin Castle, The Birds Nest, The Rhythm Factory and so on). However, their 
relationships were strongly connected to some web-sites, obviously including www.opticalradio.net, since 
they knew several people while interacting on related social network pages. Furthermore, some of them 
either recommended Optical Radio or were advised by other listeners. During the interviews they freely 
talked about their lifestyle, their stories, their values, and above all, what music meant: 
“I would say, I believe that music is a form of communication and once you have people attention, it is 
amazing how you can start a dialogue, could be anything, a dialogue about society or music. […] So I guess 
your interests should shine through your behaviour. I sometimes use my practice of Nichiren Buddhism to 
help me with that too. […] Listening to new music all the time is not just a hobby, it’s a lifestyle. I believe 
that music is the expression of what you are feeling at that very moment. So I would say practice is 
connected to my favorite music, respect of any artist, regardless of my opinion about their music. Respect 
about music as an art… Loving what I do every day is massively connected to the people who love me and 
the people I love, such as friends, colleagues. So, practice, respect, love, passion!” (Matthieu) 
“Music is the spice of life! Without music I don’t know where I’d been! It keeps the fire in my heart burning, 
so I guess if you get in touch with a good station like yourself (Optical), it helps.. And of course there should 
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be always a good night out to be! […] Well, you know I love sharing with people as well, and I like 
communicating my ideologies that’s why I often share things through FB. My wife says that I get too far 
[…]. I guess the older you get the less voice powered you become; hence I basically only voice myself 
through some social media. Social media and specific sites can get your voice out but the bastards 
(Institutions, traditional media) over the years have just lied and ground us down. […] Techno is life guys! I 
discovered I liked it, I guess when I was 18 in 1988 so will always love that style, I feel it into me. Although I 
would never say that’s all I listen to, as I was brought up with classical… my father… and I used to play a 
lot of rock on my guitar. I guess I was lucky to born in that age in which punk, ska, reggae, rock, dance and 
techno became really appreciated.[…]” (Graeme) 
 
First of all, they highlighted the importance of music as means for self-expression, and moreover the 
importance of the underground context to be simply themselves.  
“About me… Well, I would say that my involvement within underground dance culture was an extent of 
myself; attending parties when I used to have the time... I have for many years purchased vinyl and play 
mostly personally, sometimes for friends. […] I’m pretty much vocal on my thoughts on society and air my 
thoughts mostly on social media and to friends and family.  I’m pretty determined in communicating ideas to 
my children in the hope that they see things from an alternative point of view and not that of mainstream 
media. I work hard taking my husband and his business to the next step finalizing a business plan,  dealing 
with marketing, in order to be released from the confines of employment I do not enjoy. During my 
secondary school years I was addicted to dance music [laughs], not conforming to the musical preference of 
peers and would visit many record shops in my lunch break being within Soho or would give my Mum a list 
of vinyl to get for me in her lunch break if I wasn’t able to.  This habit continues to present days, listening to 
music daily and mixing when I’ve the time outside of work and family duties. I gave up mixing as an actual 
job, but I listen to music daily, especially on-line, to personal mixes and those of others. I often listen to 
Techno FM, FNOOB, Reel Rebels Radio, and SoundCloud as well, to upload personal old mixes and those of 
others I appreciate and also to listen to varying styles of Techno.” (Sharon) 
“I come from the working class background, in which, you know, education was the key, education was what 
you need to have a good job as blue collar, and I resisted this because I wanted to have my own knowledge 
on what I was really interested in. I didn’t care about having a good job… and maybe a knowledge that was 
different from the typical women’s knowledge, so I left home and I came in London with nothing. Because 
anybody could… So I squatted for a few years, and I used to play in a band as drummer[…]. I come from the 
South of England… Then, I worked in the amazing scene of raving, I would have liked to be a DJ, but 
unfortunately it has always been just a dream, because I realized that women are underrate. There’s still a 
kind of sexism among that field. […] Everybody can go anywhere, and do anything, learning anything, 
respecting himself and others as well, and feed your mind with knowledge! I won’t lose myself, because I 
know who I am, so I can choose anything I want by myself. ‘You are a girls, you have to move in a specific 
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way, you have to move your hands in a specific way’… so we are forced to act in some ways. But you 
sometimes just perform in a specific way, and I really believe that choosing by yourself, and express yourself 
as you really are, are what we should do, always do. […]I wanna communicate what I think, who I am on my 
blog, so for me the web is fantastic, because it disseminates knowledge! It is incredible, because I can share 
opinions with people coming from all over the world! I love it! Internet is fantastic! Information grows up 
very quickly. Just the electro-magnetic radiations are internet disadvantages! I gave up using drugs and 
drinking after a really bad experience, but… May I still rave? Of course! That kind of association is real, but 
not necessary. In Brixton, clubs are “fresh air”, because they are full of people who don’t care how they 
look like. And  you don’t even need to be a pusher to get there! [laughs] When you go down to Soho, or 
Hoxton, everybody’s stylized! They are really smart. I don’t care about it. And the music scene, it is so much 
better when musicians and DJs sell themselves because of their talent, not because of their aspect.” 
(Caroline) 
There were some recurring topics they explained, such as Squat Parties, freedom of expression, 
individualistic knowledge, resistance, sexism, consumerism: 
 
 “[…] I support my husband in events against homophobia, sexism… We gave up drugs, because we are a 
family. When I worked as promoter for D’n’B events, I opened my mind to that new world, especially I met 
young people, who wanted to express themselves, and it had been amazing! I’ve always been almost a rock 
fanatic, but you know… Raving is cool as well, because of those events I was talking about. So there’s no an 
only direction… Well… The link is always music, dancing… The underground scene is more allowing for 
people to express themselves and give the freedom for that. When you give something totally different, it’s 
hard for people to like it, and appreciate that kind of art… Because, yes the underground music is definitely 
art for me.” (Emma) 
 “Women should support each other! So when a man ask who we could recommend… ‘A woman! A woman!’ 
[Laugh] Seriously, in a context like London privileges are silly! I mean in a context like the underground 
one. We have same rights in almost anything, but we should internalized that belief. I mean… even the 
feminist stereotype is silly in my opinion: women shouldn’t fight males, just collaborate, supporting each 
other. The strength that feminists invest in representing themselves, shouting… should be invested in making 
us equal, otherwise they just seem misunderstood, so they confirm sexism! Know what I mean? Energy 
should be shown naturally, otherwise that kind of empowerment seems a competition.  So, basically, 
competition is not for open-minded people, because you are focused on an enemy, but others are simply like 
you!” (Manuela) 
This sample also highlighted that Optical Radio has been in accordance with their needs, especially in terms 
of topics they are interested in, and the authentic underground music genre and lifestyle they looked for: 
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“[…] However, I think that music and political resistance are really connected. They music I use to listen to 
at most, talks about resistance, and it actually represents my ideologies. And for example, when I used to 
join squat parties… I was younger [laughs]… Everything was illegal, and it was because I wanted to resist 
to what is right for our rules. I’m actually against consumerism; when I get down to Oxford Street to take my 
nephew from school, I always think that people are a little bit silly… mad for Primark and all that rubbish! 
[…] But there’s still a kind of taboo among the underground context, because people sometimes don’t 
mention that they squat, or they hate the Queen… [laugh]… I don’t agree, I really believe that anyone 
should feel free to express himself, even though it could be embarrassing, or unacceptable. Otherwise you 
are like all the others! The world is changing and we are able to improve our knowledge.” (Babar) 
“[…] I would like people to be in their everyday life, at work for example, as they are when they escape from 
their routine. Still, many companies look for smart people… but it actually depends on the area… I met a guy 
on the Overground, a driver, who was a punk! You rock man! British subculture is amazing. The most 
respectful people are those who respect any way of self-expression, without putting people in categories. […] 
I don’t know what staying with close-minded people means, because I have always looked for the lifestyle I 
perceived adequate for my needs. […] People use to tell me that I’m a hippie, because I wear such a scarf, I 
have dreads… but I’m not that kind of nostalgic about the ‘70s. I just like being comfortable, I don’t like 
shopping, actually I don’t care so much about it, but it’s me, it’s not because I pretend to be something. […] 
Is time finished? Two hours are a few! I didn’t even have time to talk about movies! I’ve got a few I’d like to 
recommend!” (James) 
Afterwards, we recorded and took notes while talking with them about their perception of Optical Radio as 
group: 
“For people of my age, about 40, it is a good way to get in touch with people, remembering about music you 
used to listen to, or play… and I actually perceive that it seems a club! I mean… when people, like me, write 
on Facebook, and we say ‘Hello! Nice track!’ or, well, whatever… ‘Thank you DJ’, it reminds me a club, in 
which people, close to the speaker, close to the DJ, while they dance, they shout out. We act like that, for 
real! So well, it’s nice that it happens on Facebook as well, because you really keep in touch with those 
people who share with you moments with comments and interactions.” (Graeme) 
Deeper, we asked them how they perceive other listeners, and why they listen to specific shows. The most 
relevant opinions are listed as follows:  
 “Giselle is a friend. I’ve been following her since years, I really appreciate her as women, and DJ as well; 
so I basically listen to Optical Radio anytime she plays, also because she often supports topics such as 
ending sexism in the music scene.” (Caroline) 
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“I think that people involved in Optical Radio are attached to people. I mean, I’m a kind of fan of Gareth 
and Giselle, because I personally know them. Anyway it is a really nice platform, even for young people to 
get in touch and increase their knowledge about music. Really different from The One Directions!” (Emma) 
So, contrary to a few opinions, some listeners didn’t actually get a strong feeling toward the whole group, 
rather slightly highlighted drawbacks. As follows: 
“Optical Radio is relatively new however, I believe it has great potential to have a strong presence in the 
web communities for sure; it’s not there yet in my opinion but will be eventually.” (Manuela) 
 
“I sometimes feel ‘compelled’ to pass comment if I feel the music being played or skills used to play the 
music is exceptional.  I ‘like’ comments passed if I’m in agreement and will do so mostly over passing 
posting comments. I use to watch the show via web-cam, but I listen to it just via the audio, because of 
Ustream , so I prefer to skip a few ads it sometimes delivers.” (Sharon) 
 
Their opinions showed two different findings, which basically enriched and confirmed previously mentioned 
remarks. First of, all, it appeared that, even though the underground subculture is nowadays popular and 
appealing, they still perceived it as a unite category, in which people have never been actually bounded into a 
cliché. However, the community has been rather perceived as an “umbrella”,  a platform that sometimes aids 
them to share comments and music, but mostly shaped by regulars, linked with certain shows (and 
consequently people). In these terms, beside a slight fragmentation, it generally reminds them being in a 
club; clubs in which they used to hang out at those parties they often wistfully remember.  
 
 
3.4: Supportive quantitative data and discussion 
 
As mentioned, before the qualitative and quantitative data, we reviewed quick available data on Google 
Analytics. It also reported a few socio-demographic information, such as “Country”, and a few pieces of 
information about consumers’ flow. For instance, it appears that Google Chrome was the most used browser, 
and iOs was the most used mobile operating system; both were used by over the 50% of listeners. Moreover, 
the most relevant segment came from the United Kingdom; in particular that was about the 75% of total 
visitors. Some important information were related to the approximate shape of monthly visitors. Since 
September 2014 until April 2015, the percentage of new visitors had always been around the 45%. There was 
a peak in December, when the number of new visitors reached the 55%. It means that potential devotes and 
insiders had been a quite restricted percentage, but since Optical Radio is still relatively new and little, new 
visitors would be definitely welcome. They might be new potential members of the community 
(consequently those might be new potential listeners). Evidences from other cases of study, for instance the 
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Bookcrossing case of study, show that communities members are usually aware that if in a little community 
there is no renewal of members, after a short period, the group might be stuck. Since improving the 
networking is definitely desirable, previous studies suggest that a helpful solution is even related to the 
involvement of loyal members in recruiting new members87.  
 
However, all the quantitative data had been useful in order to, first of all, support some issues we explored 
through qualitative data collection. In addition, the questionnaire had been helpful in order to answer to how 
this community could be better promoted and more efficiently involved in the market. Even though the 
answering degree hadn’t been so satisfactory and some question had been incompletely filled88, quantitative 
information had been usable to deeper describe general socio-demographic characteristics and habits 
affecting listeners’ preferences. Thus, related to their socio-demographic characteristics, we could definitely 
say that the audience is still shaped by adults of at least 20 years old. Accordingly with sample demographic 
data, there were no teens interested in listening to Optical Radio. Listeners had been almost equally 
represented by males (45.45%) and females (54.55%). They mostly came from low and middle classes in 
terms of monetary resources, in particular the biggest percentage (57.31%) annually used to earn between £0 
- £24,999, which was the lowest amount among all. Rather, they seemed to be affected by a suitable cultural 
capital, since a 63.46% has graduated from College/University, whereas a 19.23% had at least attended the 
high school. They were strongly fragmented in terms of occupation, but mostly employed in the service 
industry, with considerable percentages of managers and finance clerks (about a 19%), media, art, 
entertainment producers and designers (22.64%), sales and food preparation assistants (about a 9%) and a 
9% of them were still studying in Masters Degrees and PhDs. Accordingly to those consumption goods they 
even often associated with Optical Radio, mentioned in the previous paragraphs, their consumption choices 
were really fragmented but turned particularly for concerts (22.81%), technology (26.32%), travelling 
(33.33%), cigarettes (42.11%), drinking (59.65%), music and instruments (63.15%). Some respondents also 
specified that their irreplaceable purchases used to be vinyl, band practicing, their kids’ needs. Regarding 
music preferences, they all checked more than one favorite genre (for instance, who checked Techno, 
frequently checked also Ska, Folk, Reggae music). The amount of listeners coming from London was 
67.86%, among which the 47.37% used to live in South-East London (Brixton, Peckham, Deptford). The 
area of Camden has been rather represented by a 7.9% of respondents. 
 
Particularly, regarding their involvement in Optical Radio, none declared a negative attitude towards it, 
rather a 69.12% manifested a positive attitude, among which the 45.59% of respondents checked the highest 
                                                          
87 Dalli, D and Corciolani, M. (2008), “Collective forms of resistance: the transformative power of moderate 
communities. Evidence from the Bookcrossing case”, International Journal of Market Research, Vol. 50 Issue 6, pp. 
766- 767 
 
88 Complete responses had been about the 76% of global responses. See Appendix 2. 
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positive attitude. In general, they declared their willingness to spend time on Optical Radio platform during 
the evening (48.21%) and during the week-ends (30.36%). Further information were found out in the 
relationship between their general idea of community and their perception of Optical Radio. Indeed, the most 
relevant benefits they had associated with generic web-communities are: 
1) The opportunity to communicate  who they are while participating in a web-community. 
2) The way in which they could likely meet people coming from all over the world. 
3) Web-communities had been perceived as a means to overtake society boundaries. 
4) The importance of sharing a mutual language among members. 
 
Rather, in terms of general benefits that listening to music used to give them, as an indispensable habit, they 
mostly declared: 
1) Listening to music gives them high fulfillment. 
2) They actually escape from their routine through spending a few hours on listening to music. 
3) New models, such as streaming services, had been perceived as a smart idea. 
4) They used to express their attitude and lifestyle even through their favorite music. 
 
As it appears in Diagram 1 and 2, Optical Radio is actually perceived quite far from their idea of web-
community in terms of expression of themselves and helper to meet friends coming from other countries. 
Rather, it appeared a good means in order to keep away traditional society patterns. Regarding the product, 
the underground music it broadcasts, it had been actually perceived quite close to the idea they had about 
what music meant for them, except the presence of a strong connection between their general lifestyle and 
their music preference. 
 
 
Diagram 1: Contrast between generic Web-communities and Optical Radio 
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Diagram 2: Contrast between generic underground music and Optical Radio programming 
 
 
As it appears earlier, a likely affecting dimension of members was friendship/personal linkage with each 
other. In addition, as mentioned in Chapter 1, the connection with the organization might be a given factors 
of individuals’ willingness to donate and participate. Thus, depending on the type of ranking (or variable) we 
employed in a certain question, we reworked appropriate indices, such as  δ, η, ϒ89. Therefore, respondents’ 
place of residence quite affected their involvement in the project: δ = 0,157 showed a stronger feeling among 
listeners living in London than among listeners living in other countries/cities. Regarding variables affecting 
respondents’ willingness to donate, δ still showed that people living in London were more likely donors (δ = 
0,248); within other socio-demographic characteristics, the most influencing is gender: women were more 
willing to help the community than men (δ = 0,121). However, a suitable variable appeared the intensity of 
friendships, since ϒ = 0,151. The amount of concordant pairs was 532, rather the amount of reversed pairs 
was 393; however all those indices revealed limited dependence. Even the correlation between their 
aggregated positive attitude, compared with aggregated negative one, shown a restricted influence on 
respondents’ actual behavior (effective listening), due to a low η (it was just η = 0,0843). In sum, beside the 
positive attitude, it would be definitely relevant to know if the attitude was just an inclination or even a 
behavior. However, as mentioned, the most followed day-time is the evening (from 7.00 pm to midnight), so 
                                                          
89 All the scales were planned attending the reasonable hypothesis of equal distance within categories, but the idea of ϒ, 
Goodman – Kruskal’s index, about rank correlation is actually the most logic relationship between two variables (X and 
Y) measured on ordinal level: it evaluates the number of pairs of cases ranked in the same/reversed order on both 
variables (either number of concordant pairs or reversed pairs). Rather, when X and Y are measured by diverse scales, 
such as X is a nominal variable affecting Y, either an ordinal or quantitative variable, we should respectively evaluate 
their correlation either through δ or η. S. Zani, A. Cerioli, (2007), “Analisi dei dati e data mining per le decisioni 
aziendali” Giuffré, Milano, pp. 130-133, 139-147  
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we could track how individuals used to repeat their listening time during the weekly schedule: they were 
definitely loyal to specific weekly programs.  
 
Regarding community promotion, strategies such as advertising appeared not suitable, rather raising a 
constant interaction on socials, more frequent live events, popular people involvement and more feature on 
the web-site had been the most successful suggestions of respondents. In addition, the 92.85% declared the 
absence of community pressure: they didn’t use to be compelled to interact, so they believably still do it 
whenever they spontaneously want to. Surprisingly, merchandising (such as pins and t-shirts) had been 
chosen by a consistent percentage of respondents (the 26.5%), but it should be deeper understand how this 
kind of positive attitude could turn into a real opportunity.  
 
In sum, both qualitative and quantitative data had shown that the community appeared not actually 
fragmented in terms of proper music preferences, (in particular in terms of a really specific subculture), but 
in terms of human networks. In order to answer to topics mentioned in Paragraph 2.3, it should be 
highlighted that Optical Radio listeners strongly believe underground music as a wide “category”, a whole 
authentic genre of music. Thus, their age believably affect their attitude towards it. Indeed the group was 
shaped by adults, about which a relevant segment used to associate live gigs of their past with Optical Radio 
shows. The suggestions of Heylar’s study, reviewed in Paragraph 2.2 had not been actually complied in this 
case, due to a quite homogeneity in terms of habits, consumption and ideas associated with the whole 
alternative music subculture. A natural refusing of proper stereotypes appeared evident. Due to the digital 
services that Optical Radio mostly provides, social affiliation beyond geography boundaries has always been 
relevant, but face-to-face interactions are still crucial. Local members have always been supportive, so their 
origin is basically a kind of iconic representation of the Londoners underground music scene. This might be 
actually the most powerful means of Optical Radio in order to be markedly recognized among the net. So, 
being embedded in that kind of network, several members still know where either squat parties or local 
exclusive venues hang on. Even their knowledge about Optical Radio has actually been improved by social 
networks (more than the 65% of respondents declared they used to get informed on socials), but friends 
advices still play a fundamental role (50% of respondents used to be informed by friends). However, beside 
the difference between core members and the others, devotes and insiders appeared a few, and listeners’ 
roles were not noticeably split. Some were more active and influencing than others, but the majority was 
actually shaped by peers. They all manifested a similar perception of what Optical Radio represents, but a 
more active listeners’ participation should be rather constantly raised in order to drive stronger commitments 
to the group (such as encouraging a spontaneous word-of-mouth). The most active members should be 
identify and legitimize as influencers. In accordance with concepts reviewed in Paragraph 1.1, Optical Radio 
is actually part of the network of consumption goods that kinds of resistant individuals often look for in order 
to satisfy their need to distinguish themselves. In this sense, Optical Radio resulted as a kind of hybrid: half-
way to a tribe, in which there’s no particular commitment to the group, but shared rituals and affiliation just 
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for fun, half-way to a proper community. As community, it encourages mutual topics of discussion, 
embraces several individuals and gives them the opportunity to live the authentic experience of clubbing in a 
virtual-space. Anyway, human-relationships and friendships had been a cue to understand how listeners used 
to consume the service, and it was not just a matter of music giving. Several tribal rituals took place and 
participants actually perceived positive feelings, as they interacted with others. In sum, people who interact 
with Optical Radio are basically keen on “doing their own things” and are also quite attached to their mates. 
The World Wide Web is an easy, cheap and fast means to keep in touch with other members and share an 
authentic and countercultural attitude. This is in turn related to quite political ideologies, such as ending 
sexism (as mentioned women are indeed actually more attached than men), democracy, less power to big 
enterprises, freedom of self (and art) expressions.  
 
However, a necessary trait of Optical Radio is that it could only grow up, and have a proper voice as group, 
by enlarging its participation level. It should be act  by improving its features and benefits. For instance, it 
should be simply act by organizing more gigs and live events, and even reinforcing the association of raving 
on the net. Potential strategies aim raising listeners’ solidarity and authenticity perception. On one hand, 
raising the importance of members’ roles is definitely relevant, but on the other hand, a stronger and stronger 
recourse to market infrastructures appeared indispensable. Optical Radio in fact doesn’t aim market 
subversion (also because it might be a too much ambitious plan); it simply embraces individuals that 
experience alternative practices of consumption, in their private sphere, and in a social sphere. As mentioned, 
the market could be driven, and reworked, but not escaped; Optical Radio, even still looking for a stronger 
voice, simply confirms that any kind of web-community, need to interact more and more with market agents. 
It obviously doesn’t mean that the essence of the shared belief should be transformed and commercialized; it 
is simply the natural direction of communities. This phenomenon is nowadays proudly driving the market 
towards new models of consumption, even though often some community members are not even completely 
conscious about how much they are doing.  
 
To sum up, Optical Radio is shaped by alternative adults exposed to a specific level of knowledge who share 
a common aim. They are willing to enjoy their time in a virtual platform, while consuming an irreplaceable 
form of art: music. Sharing music, with no particular commercial interest is just a clue about how this group 
of people simply aim to resist the marketplace. We should even consider that this new model of consumption 
actually allow operating with low resources and high emphatic actions. As previously mentioned, evidences 
show that free services usually encourage altruistic behaviors; that is why this kind of alternative modes of 
consumption is by now popular and often successful. However, Optical Radio, beside its restricted impact, is 
by nature definitely embedded in the process that involves all the resistant groups of people in driving the 
traditional marketplace toward more conscious practices of consumption. 
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Conclusions 
 
The exposure to knowledge, in terms of cultural capital, generally raises consumers’ search for anti-
mainstream values, goods and services, in accordance with the particular habits of such an “alternative guy”, 
theoretically his habitus90. It may be a way to differentiate the self, while choosing a lifestyle in which an 
individual perceives a high degree of comfort. The exposure to cultural resources actually lets individuals 
develop their own consciousness, like this, it lets them look for social relationships in which a common idea 
unites “mates”91. In accordance with the postmodern point of view, people are by now looking for hedonistic 
experiences and emotions, and are no longer bounded in materialism practices, such as confirming 
stereotypes and marketing myths, in terms of music preferences either92. The World Wide Web has definitely 
allowed people to re-interpret their self-identification and find out similar individuals. Indeed, 
countercultural discourses and subcultures are no longer hidden behind mass-mediated models; they are by 
now able to drive traditional economic patterns93. Communities, including both brand communities and 
tribes, easily grow up, especially within the net, highlighting a joint attitude (or ideology), overtaking 
geography boundaries and often even legal rules (for instance communities simply based on file sharing). 
Accordingly with the literature, it doesn’t actually mean that all the existing communities are strongly 
interested in subverting the society94, those rather support the market in meeting new, and anti-mainstream, 
needs95.  
Optical Radio is part of the constellation of small-scale consumption practices that slightly adapt their 
extravagant members’ needs. Optical Radio still includes people who just want to keep away a conventional 
lifestyle, spend delightful time, improve their knowledge and slightly fight  for others’ consciousness. 
Specific practices sometimes take them close to the darkside96 of consumption, but, still, always choosing by 
                                                          
90 Bourdieu, P. (1990), “The logic of Practice”, Cambrige: Polity, p. 793 
91 Ellemers, N., Kortekaas, P. and Ouwerkerk, J.W. (1999), “Self-categorization, commitment to the group, and group 
self-esteem as related but distinct aspects of social identity”, European Journal of Social Psychology, Vol. 29 Nos 2/3, 
pp. 371-389 
 
92 Arsel, Z. and Thompson, C. J. (2011), “ Demythologizing Consumption Practices: How Consumers protect their 
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themselves. They have always been able to escape the mainstream marketplace, due to the strengths they 
own, but they have never been able to completely escape the marketplace97. In these terms, they still escape 
the traditional patterns, because they definitely experience something alternative, particularly in a virtual 
space. Localness is actually relevant in order to keep away the traditional marketplace, and carry on an 
independent and authentic representation of their reality. The real authenticity about clubbing is the main 
common interest among members, moreover it is represented while participating in a proper, exclusive, 
almost secret, squat event. Since the representation happens in a marketable platform, as a web-site is, the 
escaping is simply partial and iconic. In addition, many local musicians and DJs still promote their music 
through Optical Radio, shouting they had never supported the major labels, so, goods, services, culture and 
entertainment run coherently through indie media. However, it is not just a matter of music preference. As 
mentioned, Optical Radio members were more than this, as they used to rework given ideas in a more 
adequate to their needs one. In the English context, being underground includes many different subcultures98, 
but as our sample shown, it just appeared as “underground”: a big category, a lifestyle, in which people are 
not actually fragmented and use to share similar habits and values (such as a high level of respect of 
diversity). Emotions, human feelings and friendships were even more important than other consumption 
practices, because those simply allowed Optical Radio listeners, especially women, to express themselves, 
play a role in community rituals and actively participate in some alternative discourses. In addition, we 
discussed how the community presents traits of both a tribe and a proper web-community, due to a slight 
presence of commitments to the group, but the likelihood of living authentic experiences through virtual 
interactions99.  
Summary, participants are still adults who love enjoying their lives, while expressing themselves through 
practices of consumption and ideologies, often embedded in countercultural discourses. All the interactions 
within Optical Radio, as a whole community, have always been a means to escape the routine and experience 
those leisure consumption activities they to used to do in third servicescapes. So, by now the knowledge 
about Optical Radio community is clearer, as we got deeper its driven factors, even though not so much as 
we expected. Difficulties had been especially related to quantitative data collection, and incongruity among 
promoters’ needs, especially those not professionally involved. In addition, there was no strong enough 
attachment to group roles, as previous cases of study recommend100, except among a few participants. That is 
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why the most incisive members would be willing to work on improving community promotion (basically by 
improving their service), in order to raise community attachment as well. Participants were all willing to get 
satisfaction back, as they still attend tribal rituals. In addition, they mostly would gain their own voice on the 
underground scene. Unfortunately, Optical Radio, as relatively new and restricted community, was still 
looking for its proper identity, as the findings highlighted. So, its relationships (among members) and its 
relationship with the market simply had shown potentialities in order to be more efficient and influential. 
This limit could be pass by working on members loyalty, interests and attachment to human relationships. 
However, it is involved in the postmodern trend: consciousness, willingness to support others’ awareness, 
willingness to look for fair and authentic values are definitely what had changed individuals priorities in the 
last decades. The same trend has been affecting the marketplace. Postmodernity has opened new ways of 
consumption, new ways to interpret consumption, but still, in the long term, in turn opened to market and 
market agents. In addition, members would work on improving via common strategies such as involving 
people in more live events and stimulate a constant interactions on social platforms, as mostly listeners 
required. The future of Optical Radio would be still shaped by an authentic representation; indeed 
improvements would not be extreme, but understandable. Strategies, such as web-affiliation, would be rather 
premature and could be too much criticized by the most radical participants. However, it shows how the 
direction of communities frequently flows into the marketplace, and more and more towards both local and 
global market agents, as soon as common aspirations hold on. Further in-depth analysis might be addressed 
to understand when and how little resistant communities actually realize the whole process they are 
embedded in and how they practically manage their potential growth.  
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Appendix 1 – Incisive members interview 
 
Q. n° 1 - Open  
How long have you been participating in Optical Radio Project? 
Q. n° 2 - Dichotomous  
Do you feel involved as member of Optical Radio? 
Q. n° 3 - Open  
What does being a Dj at Optical Radio mean for you? 
Q. n° 4 - Dichotomous  
Has any listener ever been interested in buying your recordings? 
Q. n° 5 - Dichotomous  
Has any listener ever complained about inefficiency? 
Q. n° 6 - Open  
If yes, do you remember what was the matter? 
Q. n° 7 - Open  
What do you appreciate at most of Optical Radio community? 
Q. n° 8 - Open  
What would like to change among  the community? 
Q. n° 9 - Open  
Why do you particularly care about listeners? 
Q. n° 10 - Open  
Why do you care about managing your events, Facebook pages and 
timeline related to Optical Radio? 
Q. n° 11 - Open  
What’s your attitude towards music industry? 
Q. n° 12 - Additional  
What’s your main occupation? 
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Appendix 2 – Questionnaire 
 
1. Please check your agreement degree towards the following claims 
Answer Options 
Strongly 
disagree 
Disagree 
Not 
disagree/Not 
agree 
Agree 
Strongly 
agree 
Rating 
Average 
Response 
Count 
Web-communities 
enable any individual to 
communicate who 
he/she is 
2 5 17 32 11 3,67 67 
In any community, 
members take care of 
other members 
0 12 14 26 16 3,68 68 
Being involved in web-
communities is cool 
11 13 19 10 14 3,04 67 
Joining individuals with 
a similar attitude aids to 
be the person I'd like to 
be 
7 5 14 26 16 3,57 68 
A monetary help to a 
community is scam 
7 14 37 6 2 2,73 66 
The World Wide Web 
allows to meet a lot of 
people all over the 
World 
0 5 5 18 41 4,38 69 
I like being involved in 
communities 
1 5 9 36 16 3,91 67 
The most important 
characteristic for a group 
of people is a mutual 
language 
3 9 25 17 14 3,44 68 
I need to interact with 
others to be accepted 
9 17 22 12 7 2,87 67 
I have a need to overtake 
society boundaries 
2 1 20 24 19 3,86 66 
Social networks make it 
easier to get people 
know me 
2 6 13 28 20 3,84 69 
answered question 70 
skipped question 3 
 
 
 
2. Please check your agreement degree towards the following claims 
Answer Options 
Strongly 
disagree 
Disagree 
Not 
disagree/Not 
agree 
Agree 
Strongly 
agree 
Rating 
Average 
Response 
Count 
I'm proud of the music I 
listen to 
0 2 8 15 27 4,29 52 
The music I listen to 
makes me feel satisfied 
0 0 5 32 30 4,37 67 
Listening to streaming 
services is a smart idea 
0 0 14 28 25 4,16 67 
There's a linkage 
between the way I am 
and the music I like 
2 6 8 24 26 4,00 66 
Music makes me escape 
from my routine 
0 4 8 28 27 4,16 67 
Underground music 
should be just for free 
8 12 16 18 11 3,18 65 
Music is not 
indispensable 
30 6 3 10 18 2,70 67 
The most important 4 10 23 16 13 3,36 66 
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feature for any music 
platform is the audio 
quality 
My friends influence my 
music preference 
12 11 21 15 6 2,88 65 
answered question 67 
skipped question 6 
3. Since we are talking about Optical Radio, we'd like to know how your attitude towards Optical 
Radio community is 
Negative 
Quite 
negative 
Less than 
neutral 
Neutral 
More 
than 
neutral 
Quite 
positive 
Positive 
Rating 
Average 
Response 
Count 
0 0 0 13 8 16 31 5,96 68 
answered question 68 
skipped question 5 
 
 
4. Related to the posts you have just read, we are gonna ask you about your agreement with the following 
claims 
            
Answer 
Options 
Strongly 
disagree 
Disagree 
Not 
disagree/Not 
agree 
Agree 
Strongly 
agree 
Rating 
Average 
Response 
Count 
            I'm proud of 
Optical 
Radio 
0 4 11 14 17 3,96 46 
            I'm very 
attached to 
Optical 
Radio 
community 
1 8 23 15 12 3,49 59 
            Optical 
Radio adapts 
to my needs 
0 11 21 17 7 3,36 56 
            Interacting 
with Optical 
Radio makes 
it easier to 
get more 
people know 
me 
2 9 21 18 7 3,33 57 
            I interact 
with Optical 
Radio 
because I 
want to 
communicate 
who I am 
2 11 27 13 5 3,14 58 
            Optical 
Radio aids 
me to meet 
more friends 
2 5 15 23 13 3,69 58 
            Interacting 
with Optical 
Radio makes 
easier to 
listen to 
music 
0 6 16 25 11 3,71 58 
            Optical 
Radio aids 
me to be 
involved in a 
group 
4 17 11 18 8 3,16 58 
            Optical 
Radio makes 
me escape 
from my 
0 4 20 22 12 3,72 58 
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routine 
Optical 
Radio aids 
me to be the 
person I'd 
like to be 
3 16 23 11 5 2,98 58 
            answered question 59 
            skipped question 14 
            
                     
    
 
 
 
                5. Related to the posts you have just read, we are gonna ask you about your agreement with the following 
claims 
            
Answer 
Options 
Strongly 
disagree 
Disagree 
Not 
disagree/Not 
agree 
Agree 
Strongly 
agree 
Rating 
Average 
Response 
Count 
            Optical 
Radio 
members 
make me feel 
free towards 
society's 
boundaries 
2 4 18 17 15 3,70 56 
            I'm afraid 
about other 
members' 
reaction if I 
don't interact 
with them 
25 17 10 4 0 1,88 56 
            Optical 
Radio 
members aid 
me to share 
my favorite 
music 
1 7 18 18 12 3,59 56 
            Other 
community 
members and 
I share the 
same 
objectives 
2 13 22 15 5 3,14 57 
            Other 
community 
members and 
I share the 
same habits 
2 11 25 16 3 3,12 57 
            Optical 
Radio 
members and 
I share the 
same way of 
expressing 
oneself 
2 9 24 16 6 3,26 57 
            Other 
community 
members and 
I share the 
same style 
2 9 21 19 6 3,32 57 
            Other 
community 
members 
motivate me 
in borderline 
behaviors 
5 14 27 8 3 2,82 57 
            answered question 57 
            skipped question 16 
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6. If you think about a strong friendship, how do you perceive your friendship with other Optical Radio 
members? 
Weak 
Not 
very 
weak 
Less than 
neutral 
Neutral 
More 
than 
neutral 
Not very 
strong 
Strong 
Rating 
Average 
Response 
Count 
2 1 5 15 14 9 12 4,95 58 
answered question 58 
skipped question 15 
 
 
7. Would you like to donate an amount of money to help other community 
members? 
Definitely 
No 
Probably 
No 
Don't 
know 
Probably 
yes 
Definitely 
Yes 
Rating 
Average 
Response 
Count 
7 10 18 15 7 3,09 57 
answered question 57 
skipped question 16 
 
 
8. What kind of music do you most often listen 
to? 
Answer 
Options 
Response Percent Response Count 
Metal 8,6% 5 
Jazz music 20,7% 12 
Classic 
music 
15,5% 9 
Jungle 
music 
8,6% 5 
Drum 'n' 
bass 
27,6% 16 
Dubstep 20,7% 12 
Pop music 31,0% 18 
Well-
known 
rock music 
25,9% 15 
Alternative 
music 
41,4% 24 
House 
music 
19,0% 11 
Reggae 
music 
29,3% 17 
Ska/Punk 
music 
44,8% 26 
Techno 
music 
51,7% 30 
Folk/Gipsy 
music 
34,5% 20 
All of the 
above 
5,2% 3 
Other 
(please 
specify) 
24,1% 14 
answered question 58 
skipped question 15 
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    9. On a typical day, about how many hours do 
you spend listening to music? 
Answer 
Options 
Response Percent Response Count 
0-1 10,5% 6 
2-3 42,1% 24 
4-5 29,8% 17 
6-7 7,0% 4 
More than 
7 
7,0% 4 
Other 
(please 
specify) 
3,5% 2 
answered question 57 
skipped question 16 
   
 
 
   
 
 
10. On a typical day, about how many hours do 
you spend listening to a music streaming website 
? 
Answer 
Options 
Response Percent Response Count 
0-1 50,0% 27 
2-3 29,6% 16 
4-5 7,4% 4 
6-7 3,7% 2 
More than 
7 
3,7% 2 
Other 
(please 
specify) 
5,6% 3 
answered question 54 
skipped question 19 
    
  
 
 
 
 
11. On a typical week, about how many days do 
you spend listening to Optical Radio? 
Answer 
Options 
Response Percent Response Count 
0-1 53,4% 31 
2-3 32,8% 19 
4-5 5,2% 3 
6-7 5,2% 3 
Other 
(please 
specify) 
3,4% 2 
answered question 58 
skipped question 15 
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12. When do you most often listen to Optical 
Radio? 
Answer 
Options 
Response Percent Response Count 
Never 0,0% 0 
In the 
morning 
8,9% 5 
In the 
afternoon 
14,3% 8 
In the 
evening 
48,2% 27 
During the 
night 
19,6% 11 
While I'm 
working 
16,1% 9 
While I'm 
driving 
5,4% 3 
While I'm 
travelling 
16,1% 9 
During the 
week ends 
30,4% 17 
Other 
(please 
specify) 
12,5% 7 
answered question 56 
skipped question 17 
    
  
 
 
 13. On a typical day, about how many hours do 
you spend writing social network posts? 
Answer 
Options 
Response Percent Response Count 
0-1 63,8% 37 
2-3 22,4% 13 
4-5 5,2% 3 
6-7 5,2% 3 
More than 
7 
0,0% 0 
Other 
(please 
specify) 
3,4% 2 
answered question 58 
skipped question 15 
 
 
14. How is your attitude towards advertisements? 
Bad 
Quite 
bad 
A little 
bit bad 
Neutral 
A little 
bit good 
Quite 
good 
Good 
Rating 
Average 
Response 
Count 
15 9 12 11 5 2 4 3,07 58 
answered question 58 
skipped question 15 
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15. How do you usually know about Optical Radio 
news? 
Answer Options 
Response 
Percent 
Response Count 
Web-site 11,1% 6 
Feeds 7,4% 4 
Posts on 
Facebook pages 
53,7% 29 
Facebook events 66,7% 36 
Twitter 7,4% 4 
Mixcloud 11,1% 6 
Friends 50,0% 27 
Other members 
of the community 
27,8% 15 
Other web-sites 1,9% 1 
Randomly 5,6% 3 
Gigs 1,9% 1 
Other (please specify) 3 
answered question 54 
skipped question 19 
   
 
 
 
    16. Would you like to interact with Optical Radio 
more, less, or about the same amount as you currently 
interact with us? 
Answer Options 
Response 
Percent 
Response Count 
A great deal more 12,7% 7 
Quite a bit more 18,2% 10 
Somewhat more 23,6% 13 
About the same 
amount 
43,6% 24 
Somewhat less 0,0% 0 
Quite a bit less 0,0% 0 
A great deal less 1,8% 1 
answered question 55 
skipped question 18 
    
  
 
 
 17. In a typical month, what do you usually spend 
your money for? 
Answer Options 
Response 
Percent 
Response Count 
Charity 5,3% 3 
Venues 14,0% 8 
Concerts 22,8% 13 
Clothes 24,6% 14 
Cigarettes 42,1% 24 
Shoes 7,0% 4 
Sporting 10,5% 6 
Drinking 59,6% 34 
Food 63,2% 36 
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Technology 26,3% 15 
Dining out 17,5% 10 
Museums 5,3% 3 
Gifting 5,3% 3 
Tattoos 7,0% 4 
Music 45,6% 26 
Books 21,1% 12 
Travelling 33,3% 19 
Promoting my 
activity 
7,0% 4 
Promoting my 
blog 
3,5% 2 
Accessorizes 10,5% 6 
Movies 12,3% 7 
Instruments 17,5% 10 
Other (please 
specify) 
15,8% 9 
answered question 57 
skipped question 16 
    
    18. What suggestions do you have for improving 
Optical Radio? 
Answer Options 
Response 
Percent 
Response Count 
More live events 34,7% 17 
Merchandising 26,5% 13 
A better video 
service 
4,1% 2 
Personalized 
shows 
12,2% 6 
Involving famous 
people 
24,5% 12 
New shows 16,3% 8 
A better audio 
service 
12,2% 6 
Personalized t-
shirts 
14,3% 7 
More interactions 
on social 
networks 
30,6% 15 
Personalized pins 4,1% 2 
A better web-site 24,5% 12 
All of the above 10,2% 5 
Other (please 
specify) 
10,2% 5 
answered question 49 
skipped question 24 
 
 
19. 
Your 
age 
                    
                       
… 11 - 19 
20 - 
25 
26 - 30 31 - 35 36 - 40 
41 - 
45 
46 - 
50 
51 - 55 56 - 60 61 - 65 … 
0 0 16 11 8 4 4 5 4 0 1 0 
          
Response 
Count 
 
          
53 
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20. You are 
Answer Options 
Response 
Percent 
Response Count 
Male 45,5% 25 
Female 54,5% 30 
answered question 55 
skipped question 18 
   
 
 
    21. What is your approximate average household 
income? 
Answer Options 
Response 
Percent 
Response Count 
£0-£24,999 57,4% 31 
£25,000-£49,999 24,1% 13 
£50,000-£74,999 7,4% 4 
£75,000-£99,999 1,9% 1 
£100,000-
£124,999 
0,0% 0 
£125,000-
£149,999 
0,0% 0 
£150,000-
£174,999 
0,0% 0 
£175,000-
£199,999 
1,9% 1 
£200,000 and up 0,0% 0 
Other (please 
specify) 
7,4% 4 
answered question 54 
skipped question 19 
    
   
 
 
22. Which of the following best describes your 
current occupation? 
Answer Options 
Response 
Percent 
Response Count 
Management 
Occupations 
11,3% 6 
Business and 
Financial 
Operations 
Occupations 
7,5% 4 
Computer and 
Mathematical 
Occupations 
0,0% 0 
Architecture and 
Engineering 
Occupations 
3,8% 2 
Life, Physical, 
and Social 
Science 
Occupations 
1,9% 1 
Community and 
Social Service 
Occupations 
0,0% 0 
Legal 
Occupations 
0,0% 0 
Education, 
Training, and 
Library 
13,2% 7 
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Occupations 
Arts, Design, 
Entertainment, 
Sports, and 
Media 
Occupations 
22,6% 12 
Healthcare 
Practitioners and 
Technical 
Occupations 
0,0% 0 
Healthcare 
Support 
Occupations 
0,0% 0 
Protective 
Service 
Occupations 
0,0% 0 
Food Preparation 
and Serving 
Related 
Occupations 
5,7% 3 
Building and 
Grounds 
Cleaning and 
Maintenance 
Occupations 
0,0% 0 
Personal Care 
and Service 
Occupations 
0,0% 0 
Sales and 
Related 
Occupations 
3,8% 2 
Office and 
Administrative 
Support 
Occupations 
3,8% 2 
Farming, 
Fishing, and 
Forestry 
Occupations 
1,9% 1 
Construction and 
Extraction 
Occupations 
0,0% 0 
Installation, 
Maintenance, 
and Repair 
Occupations 
1,9% 1 
Production 
Occupations 
0,0% 0 
Transportation 
and Materials 
Moving 
Occupations 
0,0% 0 
Other (please 
specify) 
22,6% 12 
answered question 53 
skipped question 20 
    
 
 
 
  23. What is the highest level of education you have 
completed? 
Answer Options 
Response 
Percent 
Response Count 
Did not attend 
school 
1,9% 1 
1st grade 1,9% 1 
2nd grade 1,9% 1 
3rd grade 0,0% 0 
4th grade 0,0% 0 
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5th grade 1,9% 1 
6th grade 0,0% 0 
7th grade 0,0% 0 
8th grade 0,0% 0 
9th grade 0,0% 0 
10th grade 0,0% 0 
11th grade 1,9% 1 
Graduated from 
high school 
19,2% 10 
1 year of college 1,9% 1 
2 years of 
college 
3,8% 2 
3 years of 
college 
1,9% 1 
Graduated from 
college 
32,7% 17 
Some graduate 
school 
7,7% 4 
Completed 
graduate school 
23,1% 12 
answered question 52 
skipped question 21 
  
 
 
 
 
    
24. What city do you currently live in? 
Answer Options 
Response 
Percent 
Response Count 
London 67,9% 38 
Other (please 
specify) 
32,1% 18 
answered question 56 
skipped question 17 
 
 
 
 
  
    25. Which area of London do 
you currently live in? 
 
Answer Options 
Response 
Count 
 
  40 
 answered 
question 40 
 skipped 
question 33 
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